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ABSTRACT...........  
The research programme studied the cure reaction of a phenolic novolak resin and the effects of 
various additives and fillers on the reaction. The programme utilised the recently developed 
thermal analysis technique of temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry (TMDSC) 
performed in conjunction with other available thermal analysis techniques. TMDSC enables the 
signal for the heat of reaction to be separated from the underlying specific heat change in the 
resin. This meant that the reaction could be studied without interference from any physical 
changes in the resin. 
The manufacture of composite brake materials required the use of numerous additives and fillers 
to produce the desired properties. The influence of such additives on the cure rate and final 
properties of the resin was known to occur but had not previously been measured due to the 
difficulties presented by the presence of opaque additives. Some additives also underwent 
thermally induced physical changes in the temperature range of the cure.  
The final properties and the processing of new brake materials undergoing development often 
required trial and error adjustments to compensate for changes in cure rate. An understanding of 
the influence of additives would enable more rapid commercial development of brake materials 
through an improvement in the ability to predict both the properties of the product and the 
optimal processing parameters.  
Processing efficiency could also be improved through detailed knowledge of the kinetics. 
Moulding cycle times and post-baking times and temperatures were longer than necessary in 
order to ensure adequate cure at the end of each stage because of the lack of kinetic data.  
The cure of phenolic resin has been shown to be highly complicated with numerous alternate and 
competing reactions. For the manufacture of composite materials, knowledge of the kinetic 
parameters of individual reactions is not considered to be important; rather the overall kinetic 
parameters are required for prediction. Therefore the kinetic model parameters that best described 
the observed behaviour were chosen even though the model had no basis in the molecular 
interaction theory of reaction. Rather it served as a convenient tool for predictions. 
Characterisation of the resin proved to be difficult due to the presence of overlapping peaks, and 
volatile reaction products.  
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TMDSC was successfully used to determine the reaction kinetics of the pure resin and the 
influence of certain additives on the reaction kinetics. The determination of the kinetic 
parameters using TMDSC agreed well with the traditional Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
isothermal and non-isothermal techniques.  
Both the Perkin-Elmer and TA Instruments were utilised for the research and were found to 
provide reasonably good agreement with each other. The capabilities and limitations of the 
individual instruments were critically examined, frequently beyond the manufacturers’ 
specifications. TMDSC suffers from a limitation in the heating rate of the sample compared to 
DSC. However, it was observed that valuable information could still be obtained from TMDSC 
despite using heating rates that were higher than specified by manufacturers. 
Hot Stage Microscopy and thermogravimetry were additional experimental techniques used to aid 
in the characterisation of the resin. Some inhomogeneity of the resin was identified as well as 
differences in the behaviour of the cure between open (constant pressure) and closed (constant 
volume) environments were observed. 
A novel method of determining the orders of the cure reactions and their kinetic parameters was 
utilised. Reaction models for the overall cure reactions were postulated and tested by fitment to 
sections of experimental data in temperature regions which appeared to be free of interference 
from overlapping peaks. Once an individual peak was reasonably well modelled, adjacent 
overlapping peaks were able to be modelled both individually and in combinations by fitment to 
experimental data. 
The Solver function in Microsoft Excel was utilised to find the best fitting model parameters for 
the experimental data. The model parameters were able to be refined as overlapping peaks were 
progressively incorporated into the calculations. This method produced results that agreed well 
with the traditional method of analysing reaction peak temperatures at multiple scanning rates. 
Model fitment was shown to be of benefit where overlapping reactions occur. Various model 
scenarios could be tested and optimised to particular sections of experimental data. This enabled 
the researcher to easily identify areas of possible anomalies and postulate alternative scenarios. 
The accuracy of the postulated model was able to be determined by its successful fitment to 
experimental data from experiments run under different conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1  Introduction 
The research programme will study the cure reaction of a phenolic novolak resin (Morrison and 
Waitkus 1987; and Zhang et al 1998a-d) and the effects of various additives and fillers on the 
reaction. The programme will utilise Reading’s recently developed thermal analysis technique of 
temperature-modulated differential scanning calorimetry (TMDSC) (Reading et al 1992; Boller, 
Schick, and Wunderlich 1995; Wunderlich, Jin, and Boller 1994; Schawe 1995; Schawe, and 
Bergmann, 1997; Ozawa, 1997; and Hutchinson, and Montserrat, 1996) in conjunction with other 
available thermal analysis techniques. Thermal analysis involves the finely controlled heating of 
very small samples (usually up to 20 mg) of materials and measuring various properties. DSC 
involves measuring the heat flow into or out of the sample. Changes in the heat flow correspond 
to various types of transformations. DSC enables measurement of the heat from cure of phenolic 
resins, but the problem is that the heat capacity (baseline) changes during the cure and the glass 
transition temperature (Tg) increases during the process. 
Temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry is a technique that is expected to 
provide new insights into the interactions between the resin and additives (Pizzi, and Stephanou, 
1993) which has hitherto been unable to be determined through existing techniques. The 
technique is able to separate reversible transformations (for example heat capacity and Tg) from 
non-reversible transformations (for example cure) and so resolve overlapping transformations 
into individual components. The complexity of the overlapping transformations has hindered the 
study of the curing of composites by thermal analysis. 
The resin and fillers form a composite material with unique properties not able to be provided by 
the resin alone. The effects of commonly used additives and fillers on the reaction are currently 
gauged by examination of the final product. The research will determine the effects on the curing 
reaction during the course of the cure and so elucidate the intricacies not observed from 
examination of the final product. 
Temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry will be the main analytical method 
used. Other thermal analysis methods including thermogravimetry, dynamic mechanical analysis, 
and hot stage microscopy will be utilised. The resin, additives, and fillers chosen are in actual use 
in the development of friction materials for commercial purposes. Allied Friction Australia will 
cooperate in the research providing samples and production facilities. 
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1.2  Aim 
The aim of the research programme extends to: the development of appropriate test methods to 
investigate the reaction interactions; the quantification of the effects of the various additives have 
on both the cure reaction and the final properties of the material (Song et al, 1997; Hourston et al, 
1997) and the use of thermal analytical techniques to predict certain properties of composites. A 
standard commercially available grade of phenolic novolak resin and commercial grades of fillers 
and additives will be examined. 
1.3  Objectives 
The objectives of the research programme are to enable the use of thermal analytical techniques 
to predict:  
- the most suitable processing conditions including: 
 - moulding temperature 
 - moulding time 
 - moulding pressure 
 - cure temperature and time 
- the final physical properties (Turi, 1981; Van Assche at al 1997) including: 
 - hardness 
 - modulus of elasticity 
 - tensile strength 
 - shear strength 
- end-use performance of commercial composite materials produced using phenolic  
 resins including: 
 - wear resistance 
 - temperature resistance 
 - temperature stability 
The research questions to be answered are: 
- What are the kinetic parameters of the resin cure? 
- What are the effects of various additives on the kinetics of resin cure? 
- What advantages does temperature modulated DSC have over DSC in studying 
 composites? 
- What are the best test methods and parameters for testing phenolic composites? 
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- Can thermal analysis techniques be used to predict: 
 - Reaction rates of composites? 
 - Interactions between matrix components in composites? 
 - Final properties of phenolic composite materials? 
The problems to be investigated include:  
- the rate of the reaction in relation to instrumental response time (Hutchinson, and 
 Montserrat 1996)   
- overcoming the reduced sensitivity of thermal analysis techniques with composites   
- overcoming the problems of inhomogeneity of powder mixtures (Turi, 1981) 
- overcoming the effects of volatile products on measured quantities 
 
 
1.4  Rationale 
The rationale for the programme is to measure cure rates in novolak resins and interpret in terms 
of reaction mechanism, the influence of various fillers and additives on the reaction kinetics and 
final properties of composite materials. The assumption here is that the rate of reaction is 
proportional to the rate of heat evolution measured over time. 
Phenolic composites are used among other things in the manufacture of friction materials, such as 
brakes and clutches. Understanding of the effects of additives on the reaction and final properties 
of the composite will assist in the development of high performance brake materials. In addition, 
the characterisation of the reaction kinetics is expected to assist in the determination of the 
optimum processing conditions for commercial production (Turi, 1981; Morrison and Waitkus 
1987) and for the curing of moulded articles thereby maximising productivity and minimising 
energy requirements. 
Current technology for brake manufacture relies on trial and error for determination of ideal 
processing conditions and lengthy physical testing regimes to determine final physical properties. 
The programme is important to the field of thermal chemistry for the development of techniques 
to analyse multi-component reacting systems by the relatively new technique of temperature 
modulated differential scanning calorimetry. The techniques developed are expected to be useful 
for studying other multi-component reacting systems. Composites are finding greater use in 
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manufacturing to improve properties and also reduce costs (Turi, 1981; Morrison and Waitkus 
1987). Hence the techniques developed could be useful in many applications. 
1.5  Outline of thesis 
This chapter (Chapter 1) has presented a brief introduction, the aim, objectives and research 
questions to be answered by the project.  
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature on phenolic resins, and in particular novolak resins. 
The resin formation and cure reactions discussed and the application of DSC to measure cure is 
addressed.  
The new technique of TMDSC is explained and its application to resin cure reaction 
characterisation and advantages over continuous heating DSC are presented. Thermogravimetry 
and hot stage microscopy as additional techniques are explained.  
Kinetics of reactions and methods for determining parameters are explained. 
The known influence of other matrix components on the reaction and implications of influences 
are discussed as are the actual conditions under which composite brake materials are compression 
moulded. 
Chapter 3 describes the source of materials, preparation of various resin compositions and 
analysis methods. The instruments and the respective sample holders used are introduced. 
Chapter 4 details the experimental conditions, their development, and how they related to 
commercial conditions. Calibration of the instruments and the evaluation of their capabilities are 
described. The practical problems encountered and their solutions through the research are 
described in this chapter. 
Chapter 5 is the start of the experimental section. It describes the initial investigations and the 
establishment of the instrument capabilities. The characteristics of the base novolak and the resin 
reaction are described as are effects of sample preparation.  
The process of evaluation of sample pans and results from them is described as well as the 
process of calibration. 
Chapter 6 presents and discusses the isothermal calorimetry results. 
Chapter 7 presents and discusses the non-isothermal calorimetry results of the resin and 
composites, including the process of identifying and quantifying overlapping reaction peaks. 
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Chapter 8 presents and discusses the thermogravimetry and hot stage microscopy of the resin 
results. 
Chapter 9 discusses the qualitative interpretations of the results. 
Chapter 10 describes and discusses the determination of the kinetic parameters for the resin from 
differing methods and the composites. 
Chapter 11 provides further discussion and analysis of the results. 
Chapter 12 presents the conclusions and suggestions for further work. 
Chapter 13 lists the references.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW OF PHENOLIC RESIN CHEMISTRY, 
CURE KINETICS AND COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNIQUES 
This chapter will introduce phenolic novolak resin and its uses in composite materials. It will then 
present the detail of the possible cure pathways and the morphology theories in relation to some 
of the physical characteristics of the resin. From there the choice of techniques for the study of the 
resin will be discussed and the techniques examined in detail. The kinetics will then be dealt with 
and various methods to evaluate kinetics explored. Finally, a discussion of effects of fillers on the 
cure and the characteristics of commercial production of brake materials will explain the 
importance of the research. 
2.1  Phenolic Novolak Resin 
The term novolak (Gould 1959) refers to an acid catalysed reaction of phenol with formaldehyde 
to produce oligomers consisting of a series of phenols linked by methylene bridges at the ortho- or 
para- positions, generally averaging five to eight phenol groups per molecule. Commercial 
novolak resins consist of phenol and formaldehyde reacted in acidic conditions in a mole ratio of 
formaldehyde:phenol of less than 1, generally of the order of 0.8 to 0.9 along with a curing agent 
such as hexamethylenetetramine (HMTA) to complete the cure and cross-link the resin. The 
curing of commercial phenol - formaldehyde novolak resins is generally accomplished through 
the application of heat.  
Figure 2-1. Structure of hexamethylenetetramine and novolak 
The behaviour of a novolak depends on the catalyst used in its preparation, any residual additives, 
and the structure of the novolak. Ortho- and para- linkages within the oligomer alter the reactivity 
and physical characteristics. For example the ortho methylol derivative of phenol has a melting 
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temperature (Tm) of 86 °C, the meta- derivative 73 °C, and the para- derivative 122 °C (Megson 
1958). Of interest is the observation that the characteristics of the cured resin not only depend on 
the type of curing agent but also on the amount, with the ideal level of curing agent depending on 
the characteristics sought. Levels of HMTA in novolak resins typically range between 7% and 
14%. Commercial production of powdered resin grades typically involved the grinding of lumps 
of solid novolak together with HMTA. The grinding process also acted as a homogenising 
process. Particle size distribution would also be expected to influence the curing process. 
2.2  Composite materials 
The brittle nature of the novolak resin meant that it was unsuitable for most applications unless 
fillers and reinforcements were incorporated into the resin matrix to form a composite. In many 
cases the resin matrix is highly filled to impart specific properties and/or reduce costs. The 
incorporation of various fillers may alter the reaction kinetics and/or the extent of cure that in turn 
may alter the physical properties of the cured resin.  
Composite brake materials usually incorporate phenolic resins as the binder in order to reduce the 
overall cost and provide a high degree of thermal resistance. The added fibres and fillers not only 
impart toughness to the matrix but also modify the coefficient of friction between the brake 
material and the rubbing surface, modify the wear characteristics, and affect the stability of the 
friction under various conditions such as: temperature; braking force; and speed. Brake materials 
with different performance characteristics are required for different applications. Therefore, 
several different brake materials may be produced by the one manufacturer. 
Table 2-1 Typical composite brake material formulations (Lele 2005) 
Material Typical amounts /% 
Phenolic resin 10 – 50  
Calcium carbonate 5 – 50  
Graphite 0 – 25 
Aramid fibre 0 – 15 
Glass fibre 0 – 40 
Cellulose fibre 0 – 20 
Titanium dioxide 0 – 15 
Talc 0 – 20 
Barium sulphate 0 – 50 
Silica 0 – 20 
Rubber 0 – 30 
Zircon 0 – 15 
Iron oxide 0 – 5 
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The effects of commonly used additives and fillers on the reaction and the physical properties had 
been gauged by examination and physical testing of the final product. The author has observed 
that some brake materials displayed physical characteristics that were inconsistent with 
expectations based on iterative development work. Investigations suggested that the extent of cure 
differed between materials despite their having undergone identical curing conditions. Even when 
the cure time was extended to compensate, little apparent improvement was observed. Such 
observations suggested that one or more of the components of the composite matrix had affected 
the overall reaction kinetics or equilibria. 
2.3  Cure of phenolic novolak resins 
Crosslinking of the resin has long been known to be a complex series of parallel reactions 
(Megson 1958) with much speculation about the mechanism. To date the series of reactions and 
side reactions have not been fully elucidated. A major problem with the understanding of the 
crosslinking has been the inability to isolate the individual molecular species of the polymer as the 
network grew.  
The general method of examining the cure has been to use small, “tailored” phenolic species 
where certain reactive sites had been blocked thereby allowing reactions only at specific sites. 
Such a method enabled the elucidation of specific reaction characteristics and allowed 
extrapolation to the overall cure mechanism. However it could not fully explain the characteristics 
of neither the cure, nor the changes in the kinetics as the growth of the polymer network restricted 
mobility. Thermal analysis allows the overall reaction to be followed. 
DSC was used to study the cure of phenolic resins by both Arora et al (1987) and Patel et al (1987 
and 1996). 
Of note is that Yanagita (1942) reported that for the reaction of hexamethylenetetramine with 
phenol, the order of reaction was 1, and Debing et al (1952) reported that reaction of phenol with 
formaldehyde having hexamethylenetetramine as the catalyst had a reaction order of 1. 
Fineman and Puddington (1947) attempted to follow the reaction rate of phenolic resin reaction in 
the later stages using electrical resistance and density. 
Articles moulded from phenolic resins may be subjected to a post bake process based on whether 
the article is required to maintain mechanical heat resistance, for example flexural strength or 
hardness. An example is the handle of kitchen utensils.  
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For a thermosetting reaction vitrification of the polymer occurs when the Tg rises to the reaction 
temperature. Although this is expected for an isothermal reaction, it can occur when the 
temperature is increased more slowly than the Tg increases. Devitrification may occur if the 
temperature subsequently surpasses the Tg of the vitrified system.  
 A transition similar to the glass transition temperature (Tg) occurs in phenolic resin although the 
concept is difficult to apply to a highly crosslinked structure. However, it is convenient to refer to 
it as a glass transition. The transition temperature is known to increase with increased crosslink 
density and can be measured by typical techniques used to measure Tg. It must be borne in mind 
that because the reaction never goes to completion, attempts to measure the transition actually 
increase the Tg since the cure progresses during the act of measurement. 
The rate of reaction drops once vitrificaton occurs due to mobility restrictions within the polymer 
and the reaction is said to change from kinetic control to diffusion control. To accurately predict 
the course of a reaction the influence of vitrification needs to be factored into calculations. Van 
Assche et al (1995, 1996, and 1997) introduced the concept of a “diffusion factor” to correct the 
kinetic model as an aid to predict observed reaction rate. They also linked this diffusion factor to a 
“mobility factor” based on the normalised difference between the heat capacity between the liquid 
or “rubbery” and “glassy” states and experimentally found that the two factors almost coincided 
for two epoxy-amine and epoxy-anhydride systems. 
Van Mele et al (1998) showed the benefits of utilising the mobility factor in the development of 
quantitative Temperature-Time-Transformation (TTT) and Continuous-Heating-Transformation 
(CHT) diagrams. 
Morrison and Waitkus (1987) studied the post bake process of phenolic resins. It had been known 
that the mechanical heat resistance, eg flexural strength of moulded phenolic resins initially 
decreased before recovering. The explanation normally given for the decrease in mechanical 
resistance was that the resin had not fully cured. Maximum strength for the resin is attained by 
subjecting it to high temperature to achieve an ultimate cure. Ultimate cure does not correspond to 
a complete cure because every available crosslink position cannot react due to steric hindrance as 
the cure progresses. 
Morrison and Waitkus (1987) noted earlier observations that the Rockwell hardness versus cure 
time showed a series of steps and plateaus. They also found this stepwise cure behaviour with the 
Tg throughout a 1000 h thermal aging test for both resole and novolak moulding compounds. 
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Curiously they found that the Tg correlated to the flexural strength only in the very early stages of 
the post bake (refer Figure 2-2). They confirmed previous studies’ findings that the Tg can be 
raised well above the temperature to which it is exposed during cure. As Figure 2-2  shows, at a 
cure temperature of 177 °C they found that Tg could be raised above the decomposition 
temperature of 280 °C at which temperature moulded parts begin to blister and char.  
 
Figure 2-2  Comparison of flexural strength and transition temperature increase with cure time at 177 °C for a  
  woodflour filled novolak based moulding compound (Morrison and Waitkus, 1987). 
In contrast, Ishida and Rodriguez (1995) proposed that ideally an isothermal cure at a temperature 
below Tg∞ (the temperature at which full cure would occur) should produce a glassy material 
with a Tg equal to the isothermal cure temperature. Indeed they found this to be characteristic of a 
bisphenol A-based benzoxazine. 
Morrison and Waitkus (1987) found that the flexural strength reached a maximum and then 
decreased with raised temperature. The authors noted that it appeared that different processes 
influenced the Tg compared to the strength. Variations on Figure 2-2 were found with different 
compounds and with different cure temperatures as seen in Figure 2-4.  The same authors 
determined the activation energy of the cure of a mineral filled novolak with hexamine to be 79.4 
kJ/mol based on the increase in strength data in the early stages of the cure. This differed from an 
apparent activation energy of 136 kJ.mol-1 determined from DSC data and 137 kJ.mol-1 
determined from DMA data. However, the authors point out that the measurements related to 
different stages of the cure and were probably the result of differing processes. 
It has been proposed that the cure of phenolic resin results in the formation of a nodular structure 
of crosslinked chains which are joined with loose entanglements of chains. Nodules ranging in 
size from 40 to 60 nm have been identified using transmission electron microscopy and scanning 
electron microscopy (Racich and Koutsky 1976).  
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Figure 2-4   Comparison of flexural strength and transition temperature increase with cure time at 218 °C for a   
  mineral filled rubber modified novolak based moulding compound (Morrison and Waitkus, 1987). 
Morrison and Waitkus (1987) proposed that the strength of the cured article could be affected by 
the number and strength of the bridges between nodules. They proposed an explanation as to the 
reason why the Tg and the strength appeared to be unrelated theorising that as the material begins 
to cure the polymer chains entwine and grow by branching and some crosslinking. The initial 
growth sites form the nuclei of nodular development consist of highly entangled structures 
connected by loose entanglements or crosslinks. As the cure progresses the nodules grow by the 
pulling together of the loose polymer chains and leaving the inter-nodule areas more open, 
thereby decreasing the flexural strength of the resin. Further cure results in the growth of the 
nodules until they become less mobile to the point that additional bridging is difficult and the 
nodules are tightly packed internally. As strained bonds break some disentanglements may occur 
which permit some rearrangements to occur and expose new available reaction sites. 
If the rearrangements occur within the nodules the mobility of the polymer chains increases which 
is reflected in an increase in heat capacity. Further tightening of the nodules can occur which is 
reflected in an increase in the Tg. However, the bridges would remain unaffected or may undergo 
increased bond stress that would not be expected to significantly affect strength. 
If the rearrangements occur in the bridges, minimal increase in mobility of the structure would be 
expected and so the Tg would not be expected to change a great deal. However, the strength 
increases as more crosslinking occurs between nodules. 
An observation made by Morrison and Waitkus (1987) was a link between Tg and chemical 
reactivity. Samples heated in a nitrogen atmosphere remained light in colour when heated above 
the Tg. However, samples heated in air were observed to darken when heated to the Tg 
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temperature. They believed that oxidative attack could be responsible for the bond breaking that 
result in rearrangements occurring. Another observation by the authors was that if the temperature 
was cycled but kept below Tg the sample always shrunk slightly but reproducibly. However, 
when the heating cycle took the temperature above the Tg, both an expansion and contraction 
process apparently occurred with the result that the sample dimensions were unpredictable 
ranging between slight contraction and considerable expansion.  
A series of recent papers have been published on the determination of the nature of the cure 
reactions of phenolic novolak with hexamethylenetetramine. The results agree with the 
expectation that some amines are retained at the primary reaction stage of 130 °C to 150 °C. The 
research found that the initial reactions of typical phenolic novolaks with HMTA predominantly 
result in the formation of variously substituted benzoxazines and benzylamines as intermediates 
(Kopf and Wagner 1973) as shown in Figure 2-. A secondary series of reactions, the 
rearrangement of the amines occurs at approximately 180 °C which corresponds to the 
temperature at which benzoxazines break down and at which the resin is known to begin to 
significantly darken in colour.  
      
Figure 2-6 Benzoxazine      tris-benzylamine 
Of interest is that the initial decrease in flexural strength at 177 oC reported by Morrison and 
Waitkus above coincides with the temperature of de-amination of benzoxazines as reported by 
Zhang et al (1998a).  It is probable that the scission of the amines and opening of benzoxazine 
rings leading to voids and strained rearrangement bonds is the cause of the initial reduction in 
strength and the reason why it initially follows the Tg transition.  
On further heating these intermediates react further to produce not only methylene chain 
extension linkages but also nitrogen-containing structures (Zhang et al 1998a). Heating at still 
higher temperatures brings about rearrangements that result in the elimination of most if not all of 
the nitrogen from the final polymer matrix in various stages (Megson 1958).  
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Typical commercial Novolak resins contain high levels of available ortho- reaction positions. The 
reactions of such novolaks with HMTA predominantly produce the ortho-hydroxybenzylamines 
and benzoxazines as intermediates. In resins that consist of highly ortho-linked oligomers the 
main intermediates formed during the cure are p-benzylamines (Zhang et al 1998a).  
The reaction pathways of the resin cannot be directly elucidated by traditional analytical means 
due the highly cross-linked structures. Solid-state NMR spectra show very broad lines with the 
overlapping of resonances with similar chemical shifts. Zhang et al (1998a-d) used model 
phenolic compounds with only one reactive site to analyse the reactions. Solution 13C and 15N 
NMR were used to analyse the products at various stages of reaction. 
They found that the o-benzoxazines were relatively stable below 160 °C. Significant 
decomposition occurred after heating to 185 °C. After heating for 4 h at 205 °C no benzoxazines 
were observed. The predominant structure then observed was that of the ortho-ortho dimer. 
Further heating to 240 °C for 1 h caused a reduction in the side-reaction products to minor 
amounts.   
Their postulated scission reaction pathways for model benzoxazines (Figure 2-5) was the 
protonation of the O or the N via phenolic hydroxl groups followed by the cleavage of the O-C 
bond or the N-C bond of the six-membered ring.  
The cleavage of the O-C bond could result in the formation of a tertiary amine (2) via reaction 
with water. Further heating results in the loss of either formaldehyde to form a secondary amine 
(3) and then ultimately a methylene bridge (5), or loss of methanol to form an imine (4) which 
may further oxidise to form an amide (6). 
The cleavage of the N-C bond of the benzoxazine (1) resulted in the breaking of the dimer unit 
and the formation of benzoquinone (8) whilst leaving the benzoxazine ring (7) intact. It was 
surmised that the rearranged benzoxazine broke down to form an unstable imine intermediate (9) 
which either could have been protonated (10) before oxidation to amide (13) or oxidised 
immediately to imine (11) and amide 12). 
The benzoquinone methide (8) product of the decomposition of the benzoxazine (1) is able to 
undergo reduction above 205 °C (Figure 2-8) with the formation of either ethylene bridges (14) or 
methyl groups (15) which terminate the crosslinking at the site or it may react with water to form 
an alcohol (16). 
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Figure 2-5 Rearrangement  of benzoxazine (Zhang et al 1998a) 
 
Figure 2-8 Reactions of benzoquinone methide above 205 oC  (Zhang et al 1998a) 
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The alcohol (16) itself can condense with another alcohol (16) to form an ether (17) that may be 
able to form the methylene dimer (5) through the loss of formaldehyde, or undergo 
dehydrogenation to an aldehyde (18). 
The benzaldehyde (18) formed above may itself oxidise to the hydroxybenzoic acid (19) or 
perhaps react with the amine (20) to form an amide bridge (6) or imines (4) and (9), which can 
undergo further reaction as described in earlier figures. 
It has been suggested that formaldehyde resulting from such decomposition may react with 
methylene bridges at high temperatures (> 200 °C) to produce crosslinking at the methylene 
carbon (Macielet al 1984). 
Zhang et al (1998a) found that upon heating to 240 °C for 1 h most of the amide and imine 
structures had disappeared leaving mostly methylene bridge structures as shown in Figure 2-7. 
 
Figure 2-7 Rearrangement of amide and imine structures at 240 oC  (Zhang et al 1998a) 
Their studies by showed that benzoxazines were stable to high temperatures, higher than the 
frequently used cure temperature of 150 °C. The presence of these entities would be expected to 
influence the physical properties of the finished product. 
Reactions between the benzoxazines and  benzylamines and vacant ortho- and para- positions of 
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the resin may be competitive with their thermal degradation. Zhang and Solomon (1998b) 
investigated and proposed mechanisms for these reactions using model phenols 2,4-xylenol, 2,6-
xylenol and a model benzoxazine. 3-(3,5-dimethyl-2-hydroxybenzyl)-6,8-dimethyl-3,4-dihydro-
(2H)-1,3-benzoxazine (1) as shown in Figure 2-9 The ratios of xylenol to benzoxazine  used in the 
investigation were 1:1 %wt. 
 
 
Figure 2-9 Reaction of model benzoxazine with xylenol (Zhang and Solomon 1998b) 
Unlike the pure benzoxazine that was shown to be relatively stable to 160 °C, they found that the 
reactions with 2,4-xylenol occurred as low as 90 °C with the formation of tris- and then bis-
benzylamine (2) and (3). Above 120 °C they observed the scission of the bis-benzylamine with 
the loss of CH2=NH to form the methylene bridge of the ortho-ortho dimer (4) typical of phenolic 
resin cure. These reactions were found to be the major reactions with the 2,4-xylenol.  
The 13C NMR peak for 2,4-xylenol disappeared at 185 °C and the methylene bridged dimer (4) 
became the dominant product. The peaks corresponding to the benzoxazine and the bis- and tris-
benzylamines disappeared at 205 °C. From the weight loss it was estimated that over 60% of the 
xylenol reacted with the benzoxazine after heating at 205 °C for 4 h. 
A number of side reactions may occur with the benzoquinone methide unit released in the 
conversion of the tris to the bis-benzylamine (Figure 2-11). Zhang and Solomon (1998b) proposed 
that:  
 Methide can react with xylenol to form the dimer (4).  
 Methide can also react with water to form the benzyl alcohol (5), and with CH2=NH to 
form the benzylamine (6). Both of these may undergo condensation to form an ether (7) 
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and secondary amine (3) respectively. Further heating above 160 °C resulted in their 
rearrangement and the formation of the methylene bridged dimer (4). 
 The methide may also condense with another methide to form the benzyl-dimers (8) and 
(9) at temperatures as low as 120 °C.  
 
Figure 2-11 Proposed reactions of the benzoquinone methide (Zhang and Solomon 1998b) 
Reactions of the benzoxazine with 2,6-xylenol were found to be less favoured than the 2,4- 
xylenol (Zhang and Solomon 1998b). No apparent reaction was observed until 135 °C. Above 
160 °C the formation of the phenolic dimers was observed. Three dimers are possible: ortho-
ortho; ortho-para; and para-para. The para-para dimer was the first to appear and remained the 
predominant dimer, whilst the ortho-para dimer was considerably less favoured than the others. 
After heating at 205 °C for 4 h the predominant species left were the dimers (para-para and ortho-
ortho), with no benzoxazine or xylenol detected. In the same paper the authors postulated that tris- 
and bis-benzylamines were the first formed species at 160 °C through the decomposition of the 
benzoxazine as shown in Figure 2-13. They found that the para-para dimer appeared at the same 
time which could only have formed from two 2,6-xylenol molecules gaining a methylene linkage 
as a result of the decomposition of the benzoxazine. The decomposition of benzoxazine produces 
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either formaldehyde or CH2=NH as by-products. Figure 2-15 shows the possible pathways to 
form the para-para dimer (20).  
Resonances from 13C NMR also suggested the formation of a benzoxazine above 160 °C via a 
recombination of the decomposed benzoxazine (1) fragment with the 2,6-xylenol as shown in 
Figure 2-17 (21) or possibly via ring formation through the benzylamine (17).  
 
Figure 2-13 Reactions of benzoxazine with 2,6-xylenol (Zhang and Solomon 1998b) 
 
 
Figure 2-15 Proposed pathways to formation of phenolic dimers (Zhang and Solomon 1998b) 
 
The ortho-ortho phenolic dimer may have formed from the decomposition of the starting 
benzoxazine as detailed previously. The ortho-para dimer could be formed from either the 
scission of the bis- and tris-benzylamines or the reaction between the ortho-benzoquinone methide 
and 2,6-xylenol. Minor quantities of amides, amines, imines, and alcohols formed from the 
decomposition of the benzoxazine as previously discussed were detected.  
The ethylene linked dimers as shown in Figure 2-19 were also detected above 160 °C. The ortho-
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ortho dimers (8) and (9) were not observed from the decomposition of benzoxazine despite the 
expectation of higher concentrations of the precursors. The authors’ explanation was that a lower 
system pH was required to produce the structures. 
 
Figure 2-17 Re-formation of benzoxazine above 160 oC  (Zhang and Solomon 1998b) 
 
 
Figure 2-19 Ethylene-linked phenolic dimers detected in reactions  of benzoxazine with 2,6-xylenol (Zhang and 
   Solomon 1998b). 
Heating at 205 °C for 4 h resulted in the disappearance of most of the  products from side 
reactions and the dominant species being the para-para and ortho-ortho diphenylmethane dimers 
with small quantities of the imine (13), amides (14) and (15), the ortho-para-diphenylmethane, 
and the para-para diphenylethylene dimer (25). Minor quantities of the benzaldehyde and benzoic 
acid were present. Of note is that the majority of the remaining side-reaction products were ortho-
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linked. The authors believed that the intramolecular hydrogen bonding stabilises the ortho- 
structures and that the para- structures decomposed at lower temperatures to form the para-para 
dimers that explained why the para-para dimers were always in greater proportions than the other 
dimers.  
The results of Zhang and Solomon (1998b) clearly indicated the distinct reaction pathway taken at 
the vacant ortho- and para- sites, and that therefore the type of novolak structure was of 
significance in the cure with HMTA. They concluded that the amount of HMTA was critical to 
the reaction pathways and the final structure of the cured resin. Conventional novolak resins cured 
with high concentrations of HMTA resulted in methylene bridges formed from the thermal 
decomposition of benzoxazine intermediates at relatively high temperatures along with ortho-
linked nitrogen-containing structures. At least two methylenes were consumed for each crosslink. 
With low concentrations of HMTA the methylene bridges mainly resulted from the reactions of 
the benzoxazine and benzylamine with vacant sites on the novolak at lower temperatures and the 
retention of nitrogen-containing structures in the cured resin was low. Only one methylene was 
consumed per crosslink formed. Ironically, the use of excess HMTA may inhibit curing. This 
agrees with anomalous thermal resistance results obtained by this author in the development of 
composition brake materials. 
The reaction of HMTA at the para-position of the novolak can only form benzylamines. Zhang et 
al (1998c) found that the first-formed benzylamines in the reaction of 2,6-xylenol and HMTA are 
bis- and tris-benzylamines and the triazine shown in Figure 2-21. The resonances of these first-
formed structures decreased with increasing temperature and disappeared above 135 °C and para-
para methylene linkages between phenolic rings became dominant.  
 
Figure 2-21  Structure of N1,N3,N5-tris(4-hydroxy-3,5-dimethylbenzyl)hexahydratriazine. 
 The process  was observed  to produce  para- versions of many of the side-reaction products of 
2,4-xylenol. Most of the subsequent amine structures disappeared above 185 °C leaving amides as 
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the dominant nitrogen-containing structures at higher temperatures. Figure 2-23 summarises 
possible imine and amide structures formed in the process. Figure 2-25 indicates possible 
pathways for the formation of the para-para dimer produced at low temperatures directly from the 
initial benzylamines. The tris-benzylamine may lose a benzoquinone methide to form the bis- 
benzylamine which may then form the dimer by the loss of a CH2=NH unit. The CH2=NH can be 
immediately hydrated or oxidised as shown in Figure 2-25-2 to form diamines, glycols or 
formaldehyde which can then take part in further condensation. 
 
Figure 2-23   Possible imine and amide side-reaction product structures remaining following heating of HMTA 
and 2,6-xylenol at  over 185 oC (Zhang et al 1998c) 
The para-benzoquinone methide is just as important in the formation of para- dimers as an 
intermediate as the ortho- methide is for ortho- dimers and the reaction pathways are similar. The 
methide may be formed from mono- bis- or tris- benzylamine. As shown in Figure 2-27 it can be 
protonated to form a trimethyl phenol (4) or oxidised by water to form the benzyl alcohol (6) that 
in turn may condense with another benzyl alcohol to form a dibenzyl ether (9) or may be oxidised 
to form a benzaldehyde (7). The ether (9) may either split to form trimethylphenol (4) and the 
aldehyde (7), or could lose formaldehyde and form the dimer.  
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Figure 2-25 Possible reaction pathways for production of dimers from benzylamines at low temperatures (Zhang 
et al 1998c) 
 
Figure 2-27 Possible pathways involving methide intermediates (Zhang et al 1998c) 
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Zhang et al (1998c) found minor amounts of ethylene linked structures and proposed the reaction 
paths shown in Figure 2-29. The methide could couple with another methide. Hydrogen 
abstraction of the resultant product will form the bis-dimethylphenol ethane (5). The 
dibenzylamine (1) may undergo homolysis of the nitrogen and benzyl carbon bond to form free 
radicals that may then recombine with other radicals in various combinations to form the bis-
dimethylphenol ethane (5), mono-benzylamine (8), or the trimethylphenol (4). 
 
Figure 2-29 Proposed pathways for formation of ethylene-linked structures (Zhang et al 1998c) 
The formation of various imines is outlined in Figure 2-31. The dibenzylimine (11) could be 
formed from an alternative path to that outlined earlier from the bis- and tris- benzylamines. The 
amine (8) and the aldehyde (7) could possibly combine to form (11) although it is more likely to 
have formed at lower temperature via the former pathway. Benzylamine is able to form a number 
of imines as shown. 
Various amides are likely to have been formed as a result of oxidation. Formic acid originating 
from formaldehyde may play a part in the formation of the amides. In addition, Zhang et al 
(1998c) found that novolak resins had increased oxygen after curing which suggested that most 
oxidation was brought about by the air. 
Formaldehyde plays an integral part in the curing of phenolic resins and in the cure with HMTA. 
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Figure 2-31 Proposed pathways for imine formation  (Zhang et al 1998c) 
It may be formed by the reactions outlined in Figure 2-25 and Figure 2-27. Some evidence was 
presented that formaldehyde may react with the methylene linkages at higher temperatures to 
form alcohols, ethers, and three and four benzyl- structures. 
Overall, lower proportions of side-reaction products were produced by the decomposition of para-
benzylamines than from benzoxazines Zhang et al (1998c). 
Zhang et al (1998d) studied model ortho-para and model para-para condensations of novolaks via 
reactions of para-benzylamines with 2,4-xylenol and with 2,6-xylenol respectively. They found 
that reaction of the benzylamines with the xylenols occurred at lower temperature and more 
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rapidly than the self-decomposition of the benzylamine. A number of side-reaction products were 
also observed as with the self-decomposition studies. 
They found that the reaction of the benzylamines with 2,4-xylenol forms mixed bis- and tris- 
hydroxybenzylamines with the formation of a stable six-member ring through intramolecular 
hydrogen bonding that can persist to higher temperatures than the para- counterparts.  
The reactions of 2,4 xylenol with para-benzylamine are summarised in Figure 2-33. As with the 
self-decomposition of the benzylamine the tris- amine converts to the bis-amine and then to the 
mono-amine. 2,4-xylenol units can react with any of the amines to form the stabilised ortho-
linked structures shown. 
 
Figure 2-33 Proposed reactions of 2,4 xylenol with para-benzylamine (Zhang et al 1998d) 
Figure 2-35 summarises the reaction pathways with 2,4-xylenol to produce the three methylene 
dimers. The pathways are similar to those described for the self-decomposition of the amines. As 
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with the benzoxazine the ortho-ortho methylene dimer was generated at a higher temperature than 
the other types of dimers. Compared with the self-decomposition, the proportion of imines was 
greater whilst the amides only appeared at a higher temperature (185 °C). This temperature 
corresponds to the colour changes generally observed in novolak resin cure. Most imines and 
amides were decomposed after heating for 4 h at 205 °C.  
 
Figure 2-35 Summary of reaction pathways of para-hydroxybenzylamines with 2,4-xylenol to produce the three 
types of dimer (Zhang et al 1998d) 
The reaction of the benzylamines with 2,6-xylenol was observed to have some differences to the 
self-decomposition of the benzylamine. Most of the reactions occurred at lower temperatures 
when the xylenol was present. The bis- and tris-benzylamine concentrations decreased 
significantly after heating to 90 °C whereas the para-para dimer concentration increased. The 
NMR signals for the bis-amine had disappeared at 120 °C yet remained till 135 °C in the self-
decomposition reactions. One explanation put forward for the increased reactivity is the reduction 
in pH with the addition of the xylenol. 
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Above 160 °C ethylene bridge structures and trimethylphenol were observed. After heating at 205 
°C for 4 h the major product was the para-para dimer. From the weight loss Zhang et al inferred 
that 20 % of the xylenol had been converted to the dimer, probably via the same pathways as for 
the 2,4-xylenol. 
Ishida  and Rodriguez (1995a) studied the ring opening of a benzoxazine based on bisphenol-A 
and formaldehyde and found that the maximum reaction rate shifted to higher conversion with 
increased temperature. Their explanation of the phenomenon was the probability of structural 
rearrangements, particularly at temperatures greater than 180 °C. Generally the maximum reaction 
rate of an autocatalytic reaction observed at different isothermal temperatures or different 
scanning speeds is constant with respect to the conversion. However, their observation means that 
a constant maximum rate of reaction with respect to conversion would need to be confirmed for 
the phenol formaldehyde system to be studied before this common assumption is made.  
As a result of the complexity of the cure, the overall reaction kinetics must be determined. It could 
also be expected that the rate constant, reaction orders, and activation energy might vary 
considerably with temperature, and indeed the extent of reaction.  
2.4  Thermal Analysis 
2.4.1  Choice of techniques 
The aim of the research programme was the evaluation of TMDSC as a technique to investigate 
the effects of some common additives on the cure reaction kinetics of a commercial phenolic 
novolak resin. In order to do this it was necessary to establish the kinetic parameters of the curing 
process of the unfilled resin.  
The addition of fillers prevents the use of techniques reliant on the transmission of 
electromagnetic radiation to follow the cure. Hence thermal analytical techniques rather than infra 
red techniques were an obvious choice to investigate both the resin and composites.  
Thermal analysis methods involve the finely controlled heating of very small samples (usually up 
to 20 mg) of materials and measuring various properties. Temperature modulated differential 
scanning calorimetry was the main thermal analytical method used for the investigation of 
composites in this research. Other thermal analysis methods including thermogravimetry and hot 
stage microscopy were utilised to complement and confirm observations. 
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A critical factor in all of these thermal analytical methods is the requirement to maintain a 
uniform temperature throughout the sample. Hence the small size of sample, and limitations on 
heating rate and rates of reaction which are largely dependent on the thermal conductivity of the 
sample. 
2.4.2  Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) involves measurement of the heat flow into or out of a 
sample compared with a reference as both are simultaneously subjected to a heating/cooling 
regime at pre-programmed rates that may include isothermal periods. Changes in the heat flow 
patterns correspond to various types of physical and chemical transformations including cure 
reactions. The benefit of the calorimeter over other calorimetry techniques is that it enables 
continuous measurement of thermal properties as temperature is varied in a single experiment 
rather than requiring several experiments at discrete temperatures. 
There are two types of DSC, heat flux and power compensation. In both calorimeters a carrier gas 
is passed through the cells to ensure a constant atmosphere in the cells particularly in cases where 
volatile decomposition products may be produced. Typically either nitrogen or helium is used for 
the purpose. 
In a heat flux calorimeter the sample and the reference are enclosed in a single cell. Thermal 
sensors measure the temperature differential between sample and reference to determine thermal 
properties.  
In a power compensation calorimeter the reference and sample are located in separately heated 
cells. The temperature of both cells is measured independently and the energy difference required 
to maintain the cells at identical temperature is used to determine thermal properties. 
Normally the sample would be sealed in an inert pan although open pans may be utilised where 
reaction with a carrier gas is desired, for example oxidation. Commonly an identical empty pan is 
used as a reference and this allows heat capacity of the sample to be determined. In the case of 
reactions the heat flow due to the reaction is superimposed upon the heat flow due to heat capacity 
and any other physical transformation. For thermosetting resins there is generally a change in the 
heat capacity as the reaction progresses.  This change in heat capacity is approximated in 
calculations of thermal properties. A drawback of the technique is that a number of assumptions 
which may not necessarily be correct need to be made in these thermal calculations. For example, 
the change in heat capacity could be assumed to be linear, sigmoidal, or some other non-linear 
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curve. A further assumption is the presence or absence of physical transitions and their 
magnitudes, particularly in the case of composite samples. 
Two considerations in DSC are instrument sensitivity and resolution. A limitation of DSC is that 
the sample must be small enough to minimise any temperature differential within the sample. The 
thermal conductivity of the sample limits its size. However this also limits the magnitude of the 
heat fluctuation. The sensitivity of the instrument is the response to these fluctuations separating 
the heat from the inevitable background electronic noise. Resolution is the ability of the 
instrument to distinguish between close thermal events. Minimising the thermal lag in the 
instrument response is a necessity for overlapping events. 
The response from an instrument can be improved in a scanning experiment by increasing the 
heating rate.  However this has the detrimental effect of reducing the resolution. Getting an 
appropriate balance depends on the aim of the experiment. 
Where the thermal conductivity of a sample is very poor, one method of avoiding thermal 
gradients within the sample are to mix the reactants with an inert, good conductor of heat such as 
corundum, gold, platinum etc. (Šesták et al 1973). These act by averaging the thermal properties 
before and after a process. 
The choice of sample pans is important to obtain the best data. Generally pans with smaller 
thermal mass provide better response times and improve the resolution. However, Richardson 
(1984) points out that where volatile sample ingredients or products such as water are present 
sealed pans must be used since it is impossible to obtain quantitative data where the mass of the 
system changes. Due to internal pressures in sealed pans the pans often need to be of heavier 
construction to avoid deformation with a consequently higher thermal mass and reduced response.  
In the case of composite samples which have reduced response due to the dilution effect of inert 
components, the higher thermal mass of sealed pans can present a problem.  
DSC has provided an invaluable technique for the examination of reaction kinetics of polymer 
curing. However, a major limitation of the technique has been that it could not distinguish 
changes in the underlying heat capacity during reactions. Hitherto there have been a number of 
methods by which changes in heat capacity during reactions has been estimated when using DSC. 
All of these methods have interpolated between the heat capacity before and after the reaction.  
DSC has not been able to identify physical transitions that may have been masked during the 
reaction. This is due to the heat of such transitions generally being swamped by that of the 
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reaction. When multiple phases and discrete components were present in the sample, DSC could 
only measure the overall changes in heat flow. Individual components had to be examined 
separately. Therefore any interactions between the components of the sample could not be 
determined. 
2.4.3  Temperature  Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
Temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry held out the prospect of being able to 
isolate the physical transformations of materials from the chemical transformations. It was 
expected to allow a better determination of the effects that fillers may have on the chemical 
transformations and ultimately the final properties of the resin within composites. 
Temperature modulated differential scanning calorimetry is an enhancement of DSC and is a 
relatively new technique. The instrument is the same, only the software treatment of the output 
differs. TMDSC was expected to provide new insights into the interactions between the resin and 
additives (Pizzi and Stephanou 1993) that has hitherto been unable to be determined through 
existing techniques. The technique is able to separate reversible from non-reversible 
transformations thereby isolating the physical transformations of materials from the chemical 
transformations and so resolve overlapping transformations into individual components. The 
complexity of overlapping transformations has hindered the study of the curing of composites by 
thermal analysis. 
The technique of TMDSC superimposes a cyclical temperature modulation over the underlying 
temperature programme of a standard DSC experiment. Different methods of temperature 
modulation were used by the various manufacturers of such equipment. TA Instruments 
Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry (MDSC) used sinusoidal modulations, Perkin-
Elmer Dynamic DSC (DDSC) used linear heat/isothermal or linear heat/cool modulations, while 
other manufacturers had variations such as half-wave sinusoidal modulations. 
The temperature modulation in TMDSC increases the instantaneous heating/cooling rate whilst 
maintaining an underlying overall heating rate. The benefit of this is that the sensitivity is 
improved to that of the maximum instantaneous heating rate but the resolution is unaffected 
(Jiang et al, 2002) with the resultant thermogram being the same as for DSC. The instantaneous 
heating rate is dependent on the choice of modulation amplitude and frequency.  
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Figure 2-37 TA Instruments MDSC example modulated temperature programme 
The linear response theory (Kubo 1966) is utilised in describing thermal event phenomena. If the 
temperature disturbances in the system are sufficiently small enough to maintain it close to 
equilibrium and the sample is able to follow the temperature programme, the response of the heat 
flow is linearly proportional to the heating/cooling rate. A consequence of the higher 
instantaneous heating rate is that the maximum underlying heating rate must be lowered to enable 
the sample to adequately follow the temperature programme. 
A time dependent thermal event is one where at a given temperature there is a change in a 
property over the time frame of the observation, for example a reaction or crystallisation as 
opposed to a time-independent property such as density. In TMDSC a time dependent thermal 
event can be described by a time-dependent heat capacity C(t) from which a cyclical heat capacity 
C(ω) can be obtained by Fourier transformation (Schawe 1995). C(ω) is a measure of the purely 
heat-dependent specific heat capacity in the absence of structural change, cp or “base-line” heat 
capacity as described by Mathot (1994). 
TMDSC provides a means of separating the DSC heat flow response into in-phase and out-of-
phase responses to the temperature modulation. The total specific heat signal (heat capacity) is 
identical to a normal DSC specific heat (Gill et al, 1993 and Schawe, 1995). The in-phase curve is 
called the storage or reversing specific heat. The difference between the total and storage specific 
heats is called the non-reversing specific heat. The storage specific heat is a measure due to 
thermal motions. The vector sum of the storage and loss specific heats is called the complex 
specific heat. The storage specific heat does not show any of the heat of reaction, it can be used as 
a baseline for the reaction since it only measures the change in specific heat of the samples as is 
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cures. The heat of reaction is measured in the non-reversing specific heat component. 
The loss specific heat should almost zero for most of an experiment as this parameter is only 
sensitive to structural changes that are non-reversing within the time frame of the modulation 
period such as occur in melting or alternately indicates a departure from steady state due to 
excessive heating or cooling rates. The physical meaning of the loss specific heat is unclear 
(Hutchinson and Montserrat 1996). 
TMDSC has been found to be a suitable method for studying curing reactions (Van Mele et al 
1998, Song et al 1997). More information about the changes occurring in the polymer during cure 
can be obtained from TMDSC than DSC with a purely linear heating rate. 
For the TA instruments MDSC the heat capacity was calculated from the ratio of the modulated 
heat flow amplitude divided by the modulated heating rate amplitude and the modulation 
frequency (Wunderlich 1994 and Boller et al 1995). The advantage of using the ratio is that it 
eliminates any slow drift in the instrument (Boller et al 1995). This was the equivalent method to 
that of obtaining the heat capacity in DSC by running two experiments at different imposed 
heating rates. In this case the heat capacity was determined by dividing the difference in the heat 
flows by the difference in the imposed heating rates.  
Care must be taken to ensure the sample remains in equilibrium/control. These requirements limit 
the underlying heating rate for a sample depending on the duration of any transitions of interest, 
the sample dimensions, and the heat conduction of the sample. The method of deconvolution of 
the data used a Fourier transformation (Schawe 1995) to determine the reversing heat flow and the 
heat capacity. Due to the nature of the transformation process, the manufacturer stipulated that at 
least four to six modulation cycles across a thermal event were necessary to be certain that the 
event was not a mathematical artefact (Reading et al 1994 and TA Instruments TN45). 
Instrument sensitivity is improved by more rapid heating although the separation of close thermal 
events is impaired. 
A literature search has not revealed any publications on the characterisation of the cure of 
phenolic novolak resins with TMDSC. A number of papers have addressed the study of less 
complex reacting systems: epoxies and glasses. One recent paper was found to have used TMDSC 
to determine proportions of various polymers in samples (Song et al 1997). A novel method of 
using derivatives to separate overlapping Tg and evaluating proportions was described. 
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As yet there has been no definitive technique developed for the investigation of the thermal 
properties of polymeric materials with TMDSC. Even the analysis of the data from the technique 
has been found to involve a high degree of complexity by numerous authors. 
2.4.4  Thermogravimetry and Hot-Stage Optical Microscopy  
Thermogravimetry (TG) is a thermoanalytical technique that continuously measures the change in 
weight of a sample in the order of 20 mg subjected to a programmed heating regime. The sample 
is held in an open crucible (usually platinum) and placed into a temperature-controlled furnace. A 
purge gas is passed through the furnace to provide a stable atmosphere for the sample. The 
technique is used in applications such as: pyrolysis; oxidation and corrosion; vapour pressure; 
distillation; dehydration; adsorption and desorption; magnetic properties; decomposition; rates of 
evaporation and sublimation; and solid-state reactions (Wendlandt 1974). 
Hot-Stage optical microscopy is a useful technique as a complement to other techniques to either 
confirm or refute conclusions drawn from the results of other techniques (Wendlandt and 
Gallagher 1981). For the instrument used in the study the sample was contained between a sealed 
glass slide and coverslip and enclosed in a hot stage independent of the microscope. The sample 
was viewed through a small opening on top of the stage with long working distance eyepiece and 
objective lenses. 
2.4.5  Interpretation of kinetic parameters 
Rate of reaction can be described by the kinetic parameter concepts of activation energy and pre-
exponential factor. Where simple parallel reactions and consecutive reactions occur in a sample, 
as long as their activation energies differ, any overlapping heat flow peaks in experiments may be 
separated by using a reduced heating rate (Flynn and Wall 1966). Even where the reaction with 
lower activation energy has a higher pre-exponential factor, the peaks of overlapping heat flow 
curves will exhibit separation to some extent even at higher scanning rates. 
Where competitive reaction processes exist that have very similar reaction peak temperatures and 
magnitudes at a particular heating rate, the one with the lower activation energy dominates at low 
temperatures (isothermal experiments) and low heating rates (scanning experiments).  
At high temperatures/heating rates for these same competitive reactions the process with the 
greater pre-exponential factor will dominate.  
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Where the individual processes are known and only the specific kinetics for each process are 
required, an ideal method of study would be to find a means to study the individual processes in 
isolation such as with the use of model reactants which allow only one process to occur. 
However, in some cases the resolution of peaks is complicated by factors other than activation 
energy and pre-exponential factor. 
In the case of sequential first order reactions where the secondary reaction has a higher pre-
exponential factor and lower activation energy, the two cannot be separated. The product of the 
former reaction is merely transient.  
Where processes cannot be adequately separated, the kinetic parameters describing the combined 
curves cannot have a physical meaning attached to them. The kinetics merely represent the 
average over the processes. 
2.5  Kinetics 
Understanding of the kinetics of a process enables the prediction of its behaviour under any given 
set of conditions. The benefit for manufacturing is the determination of the best parameters for 
production and for final properties as detailed in the objectives.  
The description of the kinetics where heterogeneous processes involving solids occur necessitates 
the consideration of several parameters, including the size and distribution of particles. In most 
cases the individual parameters need to be studied individually to derive any meaningful 
understanding (Šesták et al 1973).  
For a process consisting of a sequence of reactions the rate-controlling step is the slowest under 
any given set of conditions and so the overall kinetics reflect this step. In the case of parallel 
reactions the overall kinetics are a composite of the individual processes. 
For homogeneous as well as heterogeneous processes the rate of the process can usually be 
adequately described by two functions, one of which is dependent on temperature k(T) (known as 
the rate constant) and the other on the instantaneous composition of  the system f(α) where α is the 
fractional conversion (Šesták et al 1973) or the proportion of products at any stage of the reaction 
to the total reactant species initially present as  given  by equation 2-1: 
2-1 )()(/ !! fTkdtd =
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To produce a kinetic model of the process the forms of these functions which best describe the 
reaction process are sought. Some amount of trial and error is necessary in the process of selecting 
the most suitable function to describe the form of a process from a set of models.  
 k(T) or simply k is a constant under isothermal conditions. By performing an isothermal 
experiment the general form of f(α) is therefore more easily identified. 
Mathematical descriptions of the various types of reaction process are available. The experimental 
data of an isothermal experiment can be fitted to the most appropriate form and the kinetic 
parameters deduced via mathematical manipulation of the data. 
The use of empirical kinetics can be used to describe a process when the aim is to utilise the 
model as a predictive tool rather than to determine reaction mechanisms (Šesták et al 1973). 
Simplified model relations (for example the nth order relation described by equation  2-3) are 
  2-3 
chosen to avoid complex integrations and simplify predictions. In this situation the parameters of 
the model have no basis in molecular interaction theory of reaction rather they serve as tools for 
prediction purposes. The model is suitable for use to measure changes in kinetic processes when 
comparing a series of reactions. 
An alternative method of empirical methods is the use of a polynomial with a suitable number of 
terms to approximate the kinetic function as in equation 2-5. 
2-5 
However, equation 2-5 can be reduced to a simpler expression 2-7: 
2-7 
The most common reaction type is the nth order reaction which describes the unhindered collision 
of reactant molecules to enable them to react. This reaction can be represented by equation 2-3. 
The exponent n is normally an integer for simple reactions ranging from 0 to 3 and refers to the 
number of molecules involved in collisions that lead to a reaction.  
In contrast to homogeneous reactions, for heterogeneous reactions fractional reaction orders are 
often observed. Fractional orders signify complexity of the process and that the chosen model is 
thereby empirical. 
The autocatalytic system involves the additional factor of one or more product molecules 
participating in the reaction and can be represented by the following generalised expression: 
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2-9 
where m and n are both constants. 
Prime (1997) gives the following equation for the rate constant for an autocatalytic reaction in a 
non-isothermal experiment: 
2-10 
where B is the stoichiometric ratio of the reactants. 
As seen from the foregoing description of the reaction process (section 2.3 ), the cure of phenolic 
resin is not a simple reaction and the participation of products in some reactions would lead to the 
expectation that the overall reaction might have an autocatalytic form. Ishida and Rodriguez 
(1995) found that a benzoxazine resin similar to one of the first-formed products displayed an 
autocatalytic mechanism. However, the complexity of the phenolic resin reaction means that there 
may also be an nth-order component. The following equation proposed by Lee et al (1992) 
separates the non-autocatalytic and autocatalytic parts.  
2-11 
where ka is the non-autocatalytic rate constant and kb is the autocatalytic rate constant. 
 
A description of reaction kinetics requires knowledge of how the rate varies with temperature. 
The rate constant for a reaction will normally have an Arrhenius temperature dependence (Prime 
1981). We can substitute for k(T) in rate equations with: 
2-12  
where A is the pre-exponential factor and Ea is the activation energy. 
The Arrhenius equation cannot be used for solid-state reactions because the Boltzman distribution 
does not apply. However, the exponential term in the equation may in fact apply because the 
energy levels available correspond to the Bose-Einstein statistics for phonons and Fermi-Dirac 
statistics for electrons (Galwey and Brown 2002). Both of these distributions approximate to an 
exponential term at the highest energy levels required for reaction and bond redistribution. 
Galwey and Brown (2002) also contended that the existence of limited ranges of these energy 
levels could explain the variation of the apparent activation energy with extent of reaction. Hence 
the use of an Arrhenius type equation can be justified in solid state kinetics such reaction between 
the resin and solid fillers in composites. 
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2.5.1  Methods of determining reaction kinetics 
Kinetic parameters can be determined through numerous methods. They include (Šesták et al 
1973b): non-linear least-squares regression analysis; numerical quadrature using data points when 
large numbers of data points are available; split function curve-fitting methods where a function 
with continuous derivatives and stepwise continuous second derivatives is sought; matrix methods 
for integration of the differential equations; and discrete minimisation methods such as iterative 
least-squares methods. These methods provide solutions in terms of a homogeneous-like kinetic 
model even though heterogeneous processes may have occurred. 
Isothermal methods have historically been the most common methods used for determination of 
kinetics. Generally an industrial process will take place more or less in an isothermal 
environment. The ideal temperature for a process will be selected and maintained. Isothermal data 
therefore find use as a tool to predict the course of a reaction system in industrial settings. 
Determination of the form of f(α) is best done through an isothermal experiment (Richardson 
1994). The shape of the thermogram provides a better indication of the expected form and order 
with an isothermal experiment. 
Richardson (1994) recommended that fundamental kinetic studies be based on isothermal data 
because of the probability of parallel reactions at a particular temperature during a cure process. 
He points out that the activation energies of the reactions probably differ, therefore the relative 
rates of reaction will change with temperature and isothermal experiments provide information 
that is not available from single scans.  
Whilst this method has its advantages, in the case of heterogeneous samples the requirement to 
heat the sample rapidly to the appropriate temperature produces a non-uniform temperature 
gradient within the sample thereby having it thermally uncontrolled until such time as the 
temperature becomes uniform (Šesták et al 1973). Thermal analysis methods have a requirement 
to attain thermal equilibrium within the sample. For rapid reactions a significant proportion of the 
sample will have been converted before the temperature has stabilised. In addition, for high 
temperature gradients the sample will also have a composition gradient with the hotter areas 
having undergone more conversion than the cooler areas. In the case of the phenolic resin under 
investigation here the speed of the reaction means that isothermal investigations could only be 
performed at lower reaction temperatures. 
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Richardson (1994) suggested that some of the uncertainty in determining the initial stage of the 
cure can be removed by repeating the isothermal experiment on the cured sample. The heat 
capacity of the cured material can then be used to estimate the baseline for the cure.  
These problems can be avoided by using non-isothermal methods. The temperature gradient in the 
sample still exists but it has a uniform character (Šesták et al 1973).  
For non-isothermal methods it is assumed that the specific heat has a linear variation with the 
temperature between the small increments taken for the determination of kinetic rate data (Kamal 
and Sourer 1973).  
Non-isothermal methods for determining kinetic data have been the subject of considerable 
criticism (Wendlandt, 1986). The reaction mechanism cannot usually be determined and so the 
meanings of the activation energy, order of reaction, and pre-exponential factor are uncertain. 
Richardson (1994) warns that data from a scanning run can have a curve fitted using multiple 
regression analysis but that the resultant variables A, Ea, and n may not bear any fundamental 
significance to the real values since complex curves are able to be described by three variables. 
He recommends that such results be checked with isothermal data. 
In answer to the criticisms of non-isothermal methods regarding parallel reactions, plots of 
ln(dα/dt) v 1/T for various values of α will indicate whether the activation energy varies with α 
and/or temperature thereby indicating the probable presence of parallel reactions.  
However, there are advantages of non-isothermal methods over isothermal methods. The 
advantages are (Bagchi, T.P., and Sen, P.K. 1983):  
 the ability to determine the reaction onset temperature very precisely;  
  a substantial portion of the sample is likely to undergo some reaction during the initial 
 heat-up and stabilisation to the isothermal temperature, therefore the values of α will not 
 equal zero at initial time requiring arbitrary corrections for errors; and 
 a single sample is sufficient to scan the entire temperature range as opposed to one sample 
 per experiment for isothermal studies. It could not be guaranteed that sample 
 characteristics for each isothermal experiment would be identical unless the sample was 
 chemically pure thereby precluding industrial samples or composites. 
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Additionally, a scanning experiment will identify any thermal processes that occur below the 
reaction temperature and which would otherwise interfere with the recording of the heat of 
reaction. 
Richardson (1994) points out that although a scanning experiment improves the definition of the 
end of the cure process, it is important that if the final cure is close to the thermal degradation 
temperature that the final temperature be restricted and that the final cure stage take place 
isothermally.  
Richardson (1994) does however advocate the use of a combination of isothermal and scanning 
experiments as a means of overcoming the unrecorded heat of reaction from the isothermal 
experiments. The heats of reaction can then be compared between the different methods. 
Systematic differences between the methods would suggest a changing mechanism in operation. 
Slow curing systems that require several hours are difficult to measure with DSC. The difficulty 
arises in distinguishing between a small signal and instrumental drift with time. In such cases it is 
preferable to cure several samples externally at suitable intervals apart and then measure changes 
in some other physical parameter via  thermal analysis, for example the Tg or the heat capacity. 
The methods for determining the kinetics can be divided into differential and integral methods 
depending on the form of kinetic equation used. Differential methods utilise the dependence of 
instantaneous rates of reaction on temperature whereas integral methods utilise the summation of 
the heat of reaction. Integration methods are generally simpler than differential methods but are 
complicated by the integration of the rate constant.  
Iso-conversional methods are so named because they compare data at an arbitrary α from several 
experiments. The iso-conversional method of determining kinetics of reactions relies on 
performing a number of experiments at different heating rates such that any arbitrary value of α 
occurs at different temperatures in each experiment. This is the equivalent of performing a 
number of isothermal experiments and is useful where it is suspected that the kinetic parameters 
are a function of α. 
A characteristic of simple autocatalytic reactions is that the maximum rate of reaction occurs at 
the same value of conversion α irrespective of the rate at which the system is heated. However, 
the temperature at which a given value of α occurs increases with increasing heating rate. This 
phenomenon is a useful tool for estimating the total heat of reaction of autocatalytic reactions 
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when the thermal data is incomplete or in some way masked. Simple modelling of the 
autocatalytic reaction types bears out this principle (Figure 2-38). 
Rogers and Smith (1970) pointed out that for more complex processes the assumption that - at the 
maximum rate of reaction the fraction of monomer remaining (1-α)max remains constant for the 
different Tmax at different heating rates - may not be correct. The principle needed to be 
experimentally validated for the reaction system. 
Evaluation of Ea through non-isothermal methods at either a single heating rate (Prime 1981) or 
multiple heating rates (Budrugeac and Segal 2000) are known to allow for model independent 
estimates of activation energy. 
 
Figure 2-38  Autocatalytic reaction model (third order):   
▲ – nominal heating rate  (X)        – heating rate  (2X)       ■ – heating rate  (4X) 
2.5.2  Integral methods for determining kinetics 
Integral methods are based on the dependence of the fractional conversion on the temperature. 
They can be divided into two groups (Šesták et al 1973). One group use approximations for the 
integration of the rate constant related to an experimentally determined value while the other 
group is based on the p(x) function. Both methods utilise an expansion series for the purpose. 
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Integration of the rate equation under isothermal conditions leads to the following solution: 
 2-13 
For a non-isothermal system the relationship between temperature and time is given by: 
2-14 
where β and m are constants.  
The integration of the rate equation can therefore be written as: 
2-15 
Most experiments utilise a linear heating rate, that is m = 0 and so dT / dt reduces to β. 
Since the integration of equation 2-15 is complicated, for convenience a new variable is 
introduced where u=Ea/RT. Combining equations 2-14 and 2-15 we have 
 2-16 
since the exponential integral Ei(-x) is defined as  !
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 2-17 
where p(x) is the temperature integral and x = exp(-Ea/RT). The p(x) function cannot be calculated 
exactly but through integration by parts p(x) can be approximated by a number of series such as 
equation 2-18 for x>16 
2-18 
Šesták et al (1973) gives several approximations to the P(x) function for various values of x.  
The general form of the integrated rate equation can then be written as: 
2-20 
The Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose  method (Akahira and Sunose 1971)is based on the Coats-Redfern 
approximation which is suitable where 20<x<50. The Coats-Redfern (1964) approximation for the 
temperature integral is: 
2-21 
from equations 2-20 and 2-21: 
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 2-22 
therefore a plot of )1(     vsln
2
/T
T
! should be a straight line.  
Budrugeac and Segal (2000) reviewed a number of other methods and compared them to 
differential methods. They concluded that significant differences between integral and differential 
methods arose due to the basis of integral derivation methods being that activation energy and the 
pre-exponential factor were independent of α. In cases where they were dependent on α the 
methods gave rise to errors.  
 
2.5.3  Differential methods 
Differential methods of determining kinetics from non-isothermal experiments are based on the 
dependence of the instantaneous reaction rate on temperature. 
Differential methods suffer from the problem that errors due to experimental scatter are magnified 
as a consequence of differentiation. The magnitude of the error increases as the conversion 
approaches 0 or 1 (Šesták et al 1973) although this was considered to be of less importance since 
the use of computers in data collection (Budrugeac and Segal 2000). 
The difference differential method of kinetic analysis of Freeman and Carroll (1958) is the most 
common method of kinetic analysis. On the basis of the nth order process the analysis determines 
kinetic parameters via the following equation: 
 2-23  
A variation on the Friedman (1965) method is the isoconversional differentiation of the rate 
equation (at constant α) from several different heating rate scans which leads to: 
 2-24 
therefore a Plot of ln(βda/dT) versus 1/T at constant α will give a straight line of –Ea/R as 
suggested by Freidman (1965). 
Kissinger (1957) and Horowitz and Metzger (1963) have shown that for any reaction model 
where dα/dT undergoes a maximum, the term (1-α)nmax is a constant for any given value of n, 
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regardless of the heating rate. This has the advantage of being able to identify an isoconversion 
point amongst a series of experiments run at different heating rates on a reaction system where 
accurate baselines cannot be determined. Examples of the application are where degradation of 
the polymer occurs prior to the completion of the reaction or where further reaction is hindered by 
high viscosity or vitrification.  
Kissinger (1957) differentiated equation 2-25 to obtain the expression 2-27. This allowed the 
activation energy to be evaluated from a plot of ln(β/Tmax2) against 1/Tmax where Tmax represented 
the temperature of maximum reaction rate. For the differentiation of the rate equation 
corresponding to nth order where n>1 it was concluded that the equation was independent of 
order. 
2-25 
  
2-27 
Piloyan et al (1964) developed the equation below which was based on the same equation. 
2-29 
where C is a constant. If α was between 0.05 and 0.8 the term ln f(α) could be ignored. Note that 
this was developed for DTA, not DSC. 
The Borchardt and Daniels method (Prime 1981) was based on the assumptions of uniform 
temperature throughout and that heat was transferred only via conduction. These conditions could 
only strictly apply to stirred liquids. The DSC (and other methods where a physical property was 
measured as a function of T and time) form of the equation was: 
2-30 
2-31 
where V is the volume, N0 is the initial number of moles, A is the total peak area, and a was the 
area to time t. 
Reed et al (Šesták et al 1973) compared several methods of kinetic analysis and concluded that 
this method could be used for quantitative determination of kinetic parameters provided the 
previous assumptions as well as absence of overlapping peaks. 
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Maycock (Šesták et al 1973) determined that (assuming a linear Arrhenius plot): 
2-32 
 
where d1 and d2 are the rates of heat evolution.   
The Coats and Redfern method (1964) of determining reaction kinetics when the reaction order is 
unknown relies on the following equation: 
 2-33 
where β is the heating rate. Plotting: log[1-(1- α)]1-n/T2(1-n) versus 1/T should result in a straight 
line of slope –E/2.3R for a correct value of n. 
Ozawa (1970) and Kissinger (1957) both suggested means of calculating the activation energy 
without assuming any model or kinetic parameter by respectively using: lnβ and lnβ/TMAX against 
1/TMAX. 
Wang, Laborie, and Wolcott (2005) compared three different model-free methods of calculating 
the cure kinetics of a commercial phenol-formaldehyde resole resin. They concluded that the 
Kissinger-Akahira-Sunose (KAS), Friedman (1965), and Vyazovkin (1997) methods produced 
differing results but that each was better suited to different aspects of prediction. The Friedman 
and Vyazovkin methods were superior for elucidating reaction steps whilst the KAS method was 
superior for predicting the kinetics under various temperature programs. 
2.6  Effects of Fillers on the Reaction Rate 
The implication of the various exothermic peaks from the point of composite production is the 
possibility of the kinetics of each of the reaction groups being differently affected by the presence 
of fillers or additives. Interactions with additives have been suspected from observations of the 
physical attributes of composites. 
The acidic or basic nature of the fillers would be expected to have a bearing on the reaction rate. It 
should be noted that the reaction rate effects of fillers may also be as a competing crosslinking 
reactant or in fact react through the hydroxyl group on the phenol molecule as with magnesium 
oxide.  
Aluminium trihydrate was a commonly used additive in composites including brake materials. It 
was used in gel coats for polyesters as a thixotropic. Processing problems observed in phenolic 
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composites containing aluminium trihydrate have led to questions as to the interaction with the 
resin. The effect of the molecule may be to speed up the reaction to the gel phase only at which 
point the flow properties are severely compromised, the composite then relying on flow being 
achieved through other additives eg wax. 
The effects of varying the level of HMTA should be addressed. Previous analysis indicated that 
the effect of excessive HMTA may be to compromise the physical properties with the 
incorporation of amine linkages into the matrix which makes the matrix less heat resistant. 
In addition to the effects of additives on the phenolic resin reactions, knowledge of their 
interaction with other additives directly and third party interaction in the actions of other additives 
with phenolic resin, for example catalysis would be of benefit for processors. 
Thermal characterisation of the cure reaction of phenolic resins offers a means of comparing 
resins produced using different catalysts and resins produced by different suppliers. In addition, it 
may provide a further tool for quality assurance and control. 
2.7  Compression Moulding - Actual Conditions 
In production of moulded parts from the resin compression moulding is a technique often used for 
phenolic resins. Phenolic novolak composites do not normally lend themselves to other forms of 
processing. The generation of volatile materials during cure necessitates the moulded part be 
under compression for a significant time. Parts may be hot or cold moulded and subsequently 
post-cured in an oven. Commercial use of phenolic resin would not normally rely on the 
properties of the resin itself since the mechanical properties of the resin are relatively poor. 
Instead the performance of the composite matrix or the fillers is sought. Therefore phenolic 
composites would normally be highly filled and as such unable to be injection moulded for 
example. 
A critical aspect in commercial polymer fabrication is the minimisation of process cycle times 
from a purely cost-related point of view. The cost of the polymer is generally a minor component 
in the cost of the product. In depth knowledge of the cure kinetics for a polymer where process 
cycle time is contingent upon adequate cure could provide significant cost savings. Composite 
formulation could be tailored towards this end. Without this knowledge, the process cycle time 
where several different composite formulations are manufactured concurrently is constrained by 
the formulation with the longest cure time. 
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One of the problems in comparison of samples produced during a commercial moulding process 
is that the moulded parts are much thicker than samples run under TMDSC. The heat conduction 
of the composite material would be expected to produce a temperature gradient from the surface 
to the centre of the part.  
The use of a preheating method such as radio frequency or microwave heating enables the 
moulding of thick parts at reduced cycle times. In such preheating the entire mass of the part is 
brought to temperature at practically the same time apart from localised temperature gradients due 
to differences in dielectric loss from area to area. In effect this stage of the production would be 
expected to closely match the reaction in the calorimeter. The part is brought rapidly to a 
temperature of between 100 °C and 130 °C during the preheating phase.  
Heating during the moulding operation continues at 150 °C for a further 4 to 7 min under a 
pressure of  5 to 15 MPa depending on the composition of the material. The evolution of volatiles 
during the cure requires that the parts have sufficient rigidity before demoulding takes place to 
prevent splitting or blister formation, that is, the resin must have vitrified. Any reduction of cycle 
time achievable through understanding of the cure kinetics improves process efficiency. 
During the moulding phase and before gelation the press may or may not be temporarily opened 
to allow some of the volatile material to escape, a process known as “breathing”. This enables the 
moulding cycle time to be reduced. 
For brake materials the final properties of the resin matrix will determine some of the 
performance properties during service. Achieving the optimum cure also incorporates the ideal 
composition of the resin for the desired property. From the preceding discussion (section 2.3 it 
can be seen that moulding temperature, starting resin compositions, and post-cure time and 
temperature will affect resin composition. 
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CHAPTER 3: MATERIALS AND METHODS 
3.1  Materials 
The phenolic resins referred to in this thesis are commercial phenol - formaldehyde novolak 
powder resins obtained from Huntsman Chemicals Pty Ltd, Melbourne, grade GC 1588 (the 
primary resin used) and Indital Chemicals, India, grade Amsiphen 5166B. Both resins had 
indefinite shelf-lives when stored under dry conditions at room temperature. 
The resin used for this research was manufactured using a mol ratio of 0.8 formaldehyde to 
phenol. The melting temperature of the novolak examined was approximately 100 °C. Literature 
values of the most common dimers consisting of a methylene bridge are all well over 100 °C 
(Megson 1957). The expectation was that the oligomers were dissolving in the lower molecular 
weight entities including free phenol. 
A single sample of each resin was used throughout. This was done to minimise the variability in 
the results and thereby provide a better comparison. Earlier experience with these resins had 
shown that considerable variation could exist between batches despite meeting the production 
specification. 
The number of reactive sites available on the phenolic entities in the resin would need to be 
established. The average molecular weight could be used to determine the approximate number 
of reactive sites available on the phenolic entities available for reaction.  
Another method for the determination of the available reactive sites is the calculation of the total 
extent of reaction assuming that the novolak has been completely reacted in the production of the 
resin. Assuming complete reaction the novolak would consist of linear oligomers with an average 
of five phenol molecules if the ratio of phenol to formaldehyde was indeed 1:0.8. Given that each 
phenol molecule had three reactive sites and each of the four formaldehyde linkages would take 
up two sites, there would remain a total of seven possible sites per five phenol molecules or 1.4 
reactive sites per phenol molecule. The molar mass of an average oligomer for the resin would be 
518 g or 74 g.mol-1 of remaining reactive site. The molar mass of HMTA is 140 g or 11.7 g.mol-1 
of methylene reactive site given that bonds to nitrogen would not be considered as part of the 
phenolic polymer. 
Considering only the above reactions the mass fraction of HMTA for complete theoretical cure 
was 13.5%. However, the resin specification was 9.5% to 10.5%, a mid-range level giving a 
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phenol:formaldehyde reactant ratio close to 2:1. Steric hindrance and polymer chain 
configuration was expected to prevent a large proportion of phenol crosslinking reactive sites 
from ever being available. Historically it has been considered that in practical terms this ratio was 
sufficient to achieve maximum cure. 
Historical heats of reaction for phenol-formaldehyde condensations vary considerably. Megson 
(1957) quotes values ranging from 56.9 kJ.mol-1 for alkaline catalyst to 92.1 kJ.mol-1 for acid 
catalysed condensations.  
The various fillers used in the tests were commercial grade materials sourced from a number of 
bulk materials suppliers. It should be noted that a single sample lot of each material was used 
throughout the testing to avoid the inevitable variability of such materials from batch to batch. 
In the case of phenolic composites in this investigation we were not concerned at this stage with 
the effects of particle dimensions although this may be a useful topic for future investigations. 
This study will be concerned with the effects of the individual materials in current usage in 
isolation. 
3.2  Instruments 
A Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 DSC equipped with the TMDSC method called dynamic DSC (DDSC) 
was used to perform the DDSC and some DSC experiments. The Perkin-Elmer instrument used 
was fitted initially with the standard ice bath and later with an Intracooler 2P unit. The Intracooler 
enabled experiments to be started from sub-ambient temperature and so any changes occurring 
immediately above ambient temperature could be detected as a change in the baseline. The purge 
gas used through the calorimeter cells was nitrogen at a rate of 20 mL.min-1. 
The default equilibration time for the heat-isothermal programme of the DDSC was 30 s. The 
manufacturer’s recommendations for the instrument indicated that the isothermal segment was 
required to be of sufficient duration to allow the equilibration of the sample temperature. 
However, the rate of reaction of the resin combined with the necessary equilibration time 
imposed an upper limit on the average heating rate.  
Perkin-Elmer application literature indicated that the lower isothermal time limit for DDSC could 
be reduced below 30 s while maintaining a rapid heating rate. Their application example for 
polycarbonate and PET blend indicated that 20 s had been used at a heating rate of 12 °C.min-1 
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(Petan-70). Isothermal times as low as 15 s were tested with resin samples to establish the 
performance limits of the instrument with the resin.  
The reduced sensitivity of the instrument at lower heating rates coupled with the dilution effect a 
composite matrix would have on the heat evolved from the sample would increase the minimum 
concentration limit required for resin within a composite matrix to enable meaningful results. 
The control software used was the Perkin-Elmer Pyris 3.81 software. The DDSC methods were 
set using the control software methods windows. All experimental work on the Pyris I instrument 
had a purge gas flow of 20 mL.min-1.  
The method of DDSC relies on the stabilisation of the heat flow at both the beginning and end of 
the experiment. The Pyris I instrument uses the stable heat flow for a two minute isothermal 
period at these points to calculate the baseline for the experiment by matching the heat flow at 
either end to that of a baseline calibration experiment run under the same conditions using empty 
pans. 
A problem with this method occurs when the sample undergoes a thermal event due to structural 
or chemical changes during the isothermal phases or the seal of the sample pan leaks releasing 
pressure at some point during an experiment. At points where no net heat flow occurs the storage 
specific heat should correspond to the total specific heat. 
A TA Instruments MDSC 2920 equipped with a recirculating cooling accessory was used to 
perform the MDSC and some DSC experiments under various temperature programmes in an 
attempt to identify any preferable method. As with the DDSC sub-ambient temperatures were 
achievable with the cooling apparatus. The cell purge gas used was helium at a rate of 50 
mL.min-1 nitrogen. The heating block controlling gas was nitrogen at a rate of 150 mL.min-1. 
The nature of a composite with a high fibre content was a resilient material with relatively low 
bulk density which did not lend itself to efficient heat transfer. In addition a composite brake 
material was a poor conductor of heat. In order to be successful, not only was a means of 
compressing the sample into the sample pan required but the pan had to maintain compression at 
least until the resin had melted. 
A variety of sample pan types were utilised in the experiments. Ideally a pan that was able to 
compress the sample was desired.  
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The TA Instruments standard crimped sample pans were initially trialled. It was hoped that the 
pans had sufficient sealing to contain the volatile products. The advantage of these pans was that 
the lid slid down inside the base like a piston and compressed the sample to produce a thin flat 
sample pan with good contact to both the base and the lid, providing a short distance for heat 
transfer. The pan was reasonably successful at temperatures below 180 oC. However, at higher 
temperatures the base buckled or the seal would rupture.  
For tests using the Perkin-Elmer instrument standard Perkin-Elmer hermetically sealed pans were 
initially used. These Perkin-Elmer pans were found to provide effective containment of the 
volatile products and good thermal conduction with pure resin. However, the pans were designed 
to have an air space above the sample and unable to provide compression as required for a fibrous 
composite.  
Subsequent testing made use of Perkin-Elmer large volume capsules which avoided the problems 
associate with buckling and the leaking of seals. These pans also were designed to have an air 
space above the sample. The limitations of the pan were a maximum temperature of 
approximately 200 oC and a large thermal mass compared to the sample. 
TA Instruments hermetically sealed pans were volumetrically smaller than the Perkin-Elmer 
equivalent and suffered similarly from an inability to compress the sample. In addition the 
smaller diameter made filling with sample more difficult. Little use was made of these pans. 
A Perkin-Elmer TGA 7 was utilised to perform the thermogravimetry experiments.  
3.3  Characterisation Methods 
Isothermal experiments were run initially to observe the shape of the thermograms. Isothermal 
experiments can put the reaction process as it pertains to commercial use into perspective. The 
overall time required to achieve a certain level of cure, the minimum and maximum viable 
processing temperatures, and the interrelationship of additional processes may be observed from 
thermograms at different temperatures..  
Isothermal experiments also remove the influence of the temperature dependent term of the rate 
constant. This allows the making of a determination of the form of f(α) that best describes the 
observed. 
An isothermal experiment can be used to determine the reaction order and type (for example nth 
order). The first requirement to determine the reaction order is to determine the enthalpy ΔH or at 
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least a close approximation from the integration of the reaction portion of the heat flow data. This 
allows the heat flow data to be converted to α through the partial area at any time t. Taking the 
logarithms of the reaction rate equation 2-1 allows a confirmation of the reaction model 
(equations   2-3, 2-9, or 2-11) and easy determination of the order of the reaction. A correct 
choice of the reaction equation will produce a straight line with a slope equal to the order when ln 
dα/dt from the experimental data is plotted against the corresponding logarithm of the right hand 
term.  
The object in this instance is the determination of the rate law for the cure of phenolic resin.  If 
we assume that the stoichiometry of the reactants is 1:1 and focus only on the autocatalytic 
reaction of interest we may use the form of equation 2-9. If the rate law happened to be nth order 
then the value of m would be zero and the equation would reduce to the nth order equation.  The 
heating rate, β is given by dT/dt and by inserting into the equation to obtain the rate of reaction 
with respect to temperature we have: 
 3-1 
Taking the natural logarithms we have: 
3-2 
Since we do not know the values for m and n we may determine approximations for the values of 
m and n individually by subtracting the term containing m or n from each side respectively and 
plotting the subsequent equations, for example: 
3-3 
A plot of the LHS of this equation against ln(1-α) (with an arbitrary value assigned to m ) gives 
the approximate value for  n from the gradient and the y-intercept provides the value of k. 
Substituting the value determined for n into equation 3-3 and rearranging, it is possible to 
approximate the value of m. The approximated value of m may then be substituted back into the 
equation to refine approximations of the other kinetic parameters n and k in an iterative process. 
In the case of heterogeneous systems or complex processes where the only interest is the overall 
kinetics, m and n may be fractions and have no actual meaning as far as molecular interactions. 
An isothermal experiment is merely a simplified  version of this process. 
Isothermal DSC experiments have two methods of operation (Prime 1981):  
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1. One method required a sample to be placed into the calorimeter that was held at the 
isothermal temperature of interest. The problem with this approach was that the sample and 
calorimeter required time to equilibrate and significant temperature gradients may have 
occurred in the sample.  
2. The second method required the sample to be placed into the calorimeter at close to room 
temperature and very rapidly heated to the temperature of interest (for example at 
400 oC.min-1). The problem with this method was that during the heating phase some 
reaction would take place and the calorimeter would not be in equilibrium.  
The time to establish equilibrium was shorter with the first method assuming the sample could be 
rapidly positioned in the calorimeter but neither of these methods could capture the initial part of 
the reaction. For rapid reactions the lost data could be a significant proportion of the reaction. As 
a result, for most reactions there would be some amount of error in any determination of the heat 
of reaction and uncertainty as to the true reaction rate in the early stage. Miller and Oebser (1980) 
contend that both methods produced similar results.  
One method of estimating the “lost” heat of reaction in the early stage of such isothermal 
experiments was to repeat the experiment with the sample and subtract the measured heat flows. 
The second method was expected to provide more reproducible results since the manual location 
of the samples was unlikely to be exactly the same each time. 
It was theorised that a better method of conducting an isothermal experiment was to start with the 
calorimeter at a temperature that was below that required for any significant reaction, then to 
ramp the temperature at a rapid but controlled rate in the order of 30 oC min-1 to the temperature 
required and then to continue in isothermal mode. The heat fluctuation changes encountered in 
the transition from ramp to isothermal would be lower and more likely to be reproducible. The 
repeat experiment difference would then provide the “lost” heat of reaction. 
The extremely long cure time of phenolic resins due to the influence of diffusion control meant 
that even small errors in the estimation of heat capacity would introduce large errors in 
estimations of heat of reaction. Hence isothermal experiments were considered to be unreliable in 
the determination of ΔH. 
A determination of the total heat of reaction can be made from a scanning DSC experiment. 
However a good understanding of the process in question is required to obtain meaningful results 
by this method alone since most processes do not show the idealised behaviour required 
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(Richardson 1994). There is no defined end point of the phenolic cure reaction because the resin 
vitrifies and the reaction becomes diffusion controlled. Since the cure results in the formation of a 
highly cross-linked three-dimensional network it is unlikely that the cure ever reaches completion 
and so a true heat of reaction cannot be ascertained. Instead an ultimate heat of reaction can be 
determined where no further cross-linking is possible.  
Repeating the DSC scanning experiment on the same sample as described above was used in an 
effort to separate heat due to reaction from physical transitions and heat capacity, particularly 
where physical transition and reaction peaks overlapped. However, the estimate of the heat 
capacity in the early stage of cure utilising this method was known to be affected by the 
difference in heat capacity between the unreacted and reacted polymer.  
An advantage of MDSC was that it was expected to be able to determine a more appropriate 
baseline through the cure and hence provide a better ΔH value. A comparison between TMDSC 
and DSC values was undertaken to confirm their equivalence. 
In TMDSC the rate of reaction at any time t is proportional to the non-reversible heat flow at that 
time. This measurement was used for the determination of ΔH from these experiments to 
compare the value obtained to ΔH obtained from the standard DSC experiments described above. 
When multiple reactions take place in a process as has earlier been shown to be the case with 
novolak resins, it would be expected that the experimental thermograms would represent the sum 
of the individual processes. This has been confirmed by others such as Jüntgen and Van Heek, 
and Flynn and Wall who have also reported that parallel processes could be separated by a 
suitable choice of heating rate provided they have differing activation energies (Šesták et al 
1973).  
A method of establishing whether thermal events appearing in thermograms were related to 
reaction or to physical transformations of the unreacted novolak was to examine the novolak 
without the curing agent under the same scanning conditions. The novolak would also provide an 
accurate heat capacity in the early stage of reaction. Interpolation between the heat capacity of 
the novolak and the cured resin over the course of the reaction was expected to give a good 
approximation of the heat of reaction. 
In order to ensure that the novolak tests could be better correlated to the resin, the novolak used 
here was produced by repeated irrigation of a sample of the resin with water and filtering. The 
highly soluble HMTA was removed leaving the novolak. The DSC experiments performed on the 
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novolak that had the HMTA washed out displayed no exotherm indicative of a cure reaction. 
Repeated DSC scans on the same sample showed no sign of a shifting of the melt endotherm 
temperature as would be expected if further reaction occurred. This was considered to be 
satisfactory evidence of having removed all of the HMTA from the sample. 
Since the ultimate heat of reaction was a requirement for determining the kinetics and the kinetic 
model had to be determined to obtain an accurate heat of reaction, particularly in the presence of 
overlapping curves, the vicious circle had to be overcome in some way. It was decided to fit 
distribution functions to the data peaks to obtain an approximation of ΔH. Once this had been 
determined, the kinetic model could then be chosen and reaction order parameters modelled  to fit 
the data. The revised ΔH obtained from the kinetic modelling could then be substituted back into 
the kinetic equation thereby further refining it. The process could be repeated until an adequate 
model to describe the data was obtained. 
Since the reaction rate over the course of a reaction roughly approximates the normal distribution 
and the effect of overlapping peaks cannot be identified visually, a variety of distribution 
functions were trialled in order to find the best one to fit the part of the thermogram data of 
interest.  
It was quickly determined that the Weibull distribution provided the most flexibility in terms of 
shape and corresponded well with a true reaction profile in that it provided for a considerably 
longer following “tail” than the lead-in “tail”. The Weibull distribution function is defined as: 
 3-4 
Sections of reaction specific exotherms were selected and the Weibull distribution fitted to the 
data using the Microsoft Excel Solver function. 
The Solver function performs an analysis of data by a “what if” goal optimising algorithm. The 
Solver function uses a Generalized Reduced Gradient (GRG2) nonlinear optimisation code 
developed by Leon Lasdon, University of Texas at Austin, and Allan Warren, Cleveland State 
University.  
A single worksheet cell is selected as a target cell, the value of which is to be 
minimised/maximised/closest to a chosen value. Other nominated cells on the spreadsheet are 
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selected for which Solver would guess values, subject to a list of mathematical constraints 
entered by the programmer. The program would then make a series of iterative changes to the 
nominated cells to achieve the required value for the target cell. The programmer is able to set the 
maximum number of iterations to try and may set starting “guessed” values in the nominated 
cells. 
In this case the formula within the target cell was set to sum the squares of the differences 
between the thermal data and equivalent theoretical data for whichever distribution function 
model was chosen (Weibull for example). The nominated cells contained the parameters of the 
function from which the distribution data was calculated. 
It was noted that for an effective solution method the Solver function needed to operate with all 
variable cell numbers being between ±200,000 otherwise numbers outside this range tended to be 
effectively “ignored” in solution iterations. It was thought that the principal problem occurs when 
the variable cell numbers vary by more than a few orders of magnitude. The problem was 
overcome by scaling up the result of the affected variable cells by up to 1010. 
In order to determine the temperature dependence of the reaction the differential method of 
analysis of the Arrhenius equation as detailed in section 2.5.3 was preferred. However, in the 
modelling of the non-isothermal data a novel integration method of determination was utilised 
which did not suffer from the problems associated with approximation of the exponential 
integral. By using the Solver function to fit the arrhenius variables to the data a number of 
different scenarios could be quickly compared. The values of Ea and A obtained could then be 
checked against the isothermal data rate constant.  
Thermogravimetry experiments were utilised for the resin in an effort to compare the differences 
between a constant volume and a constant pressure environment. The cure of the resin was 
expected to show differences when the volatile products were prevented from participating in 
further reaction. The differential of weight loss is a measure of reaction rate but also measures the 
rate of loss of volatiles that may not be related to the reaction. The technique could only be used 
with caution to look at the reaction rate differences. 
The characterisation of the resin/filler combinations were undertaken with simple systems to 
enable any effects to be determined and prove the effectiveness of the technique. TMDSC and 
TGA were utilised as appropriate. The object was to determine any effects on the cure reaction. 
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CHAPTER 4: CONDITIONS 
Where the goal of an investigation is the application to an industrial process, the experimental 
conditions should mirror the industrial conditions. However, in this case the conditions cannot be 
mirrored. The industrial process of compression moulding initially provides for an imperfectly 
sealed pressurised sample where a small proportion of volatile constituents are able to escape. At 
an arbitrary point prior to gelation of the resin, the press is briefly opened to allow the remaining 
entrapped volatiles to escape. The cure of the article then continues under pressure to post-
gelation. 
Whilst it is possible to approximate the industrial conditions in a DSC experiment by allowing 
the volatiles to escape the baseline of any data would no longer be valid and so the quantitative 
kinetic data could not be valid. At best partial reactions could be studied where a series of partly 
reacted samples were then sealed in pans for thermal analysis. The residual heat flows could then 
be studied. Other thermal analysis techniques such as thermogravimetry could give insights into 
what is in practice an intermediate environment between constant pressure and constant volume.  
In the determination of the kinetics there was difficulty in determining how the diffusion factor 
influenced the kinetics.  Van Mele et al (1998) proposed the idea of a mobility factor by relating 
the vitrification of the polymer and the molecular mobility during cure to the diffusion factor. 
However this relationship has been found to be untrue in a number of thermosetting polymer 
systems (Meng and Simon 2004). Nevertheless it is a helpful tool, particularly in systems where 
crosslinking and chain condensations are the primary reactions since the motion of the chains and 
their ends influences the ability to provide the molecular co-ordination for reaction. 
The glass transition temperature (Tg) increases with degree of cure and can be used to measure 
the extent of reaction for slow curing systems but not for phenolics (Richardson, 1994). Since 
phenolics continue to cure below Tg, the act of heating to determine the Tg will increase it. 
The normal method of determining the enthalpy of a reaction in DSC was to connect the reaction 
baseline of the thermogram on either side of the peak. Either a straight line or a sigmoidal line 
where both ends of the line were parallel to the baseline on either side of the peak could be used. 
During the reaction the specific heat of the resin changes from that of the uncured or liquid to that 
of the cured resin. This change in specific heat during the reaction made positioning of the DSC 
reaction baseline uncertain. The baseline was not expected to be linear, but the type of curvature 
was not known.  
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The lack of a defined end point of the phenolic cure process added to the difficulty in determining 
a baseline for DSC. In the case of overlapping reactions the normal method of determining the 
heat of reaction could not be used since there was no defined end of each peak.  
In the  case of phenolic resins where the cure reactions can be further complicated due to the 
degradation temperature being reached prior to the end of the reaction, another method of 
determining the ultimate heats of reaction had to be devised.  
One method of approximating the baseline was to perform a repeat test on a sample under the 
same conditions. This assumed that the Cp of the sample at the end of the reaction was the same 
as that of the cured sample during the repeated test. With phenolics the resin continues to cure 
during repeated testing and the Cp was expected to decrease thereby preventing the true Cp 
during the reaction from being determined.  
TMDSC overcame this problem. In TMDSC the specific heat provides the actual baseline to 
determine the heats of reaction. 
A B stage resin is one where the cure has been taken to a stage where the Tg is above ambient 
temperature but the resin remains below the gel point. Such a resin undergoes isothermal 
annealing or “ageing” (Richardson 1994). DSC curves show the development of an event around 
the Tg transition where an “overshoot” of the heat flow appears as the sample is heated through 
the transition. This event could also interfere with the determination of the cure baseline in the 
vicinity of the Tg type transition. 
In order to use TMDSC for commercial composites the maximum sensitivity conditions were 
required to be established. The proportion of resin in such composites could range as low as 20 % 
which meant that the reaction heat flow could easily be masked. Considerable experimentation 
was required to test the limits of the instruments which included moving outside the 
manufacturers’ recommendations. 
The temperature programme for the DSC and TMDSC experiments was varied in efforts to 
establish these optimum parameters. For the DDSC one programme was an iso-scan where the 
temperature was isothermal for 30 s, then heated at 4 °C.min-1 for 30 s. Another programme was 
the heat-cool cycle where the sample was heated at 6 °C.min-1 for 30 s. and then cooled at 
2 °C.min-1 for 30 s. The underlying heating rate for both was 2 °C.min-1. Several modified 
programmes were tried where the period was changed from 60 s to as low as 20 s and the 
underlying heating rates ranged up to 14 oC.min-1. MDSC programmes of similar ranges were 
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also trialled. DSC rates of up to 40 oC.min-1 were used. 
The effects of the varied operating parameters on the measurements needed to be determined. For 
this purpose differing calibration parameters were established. It was recognised that the standard 
methods for calibration may not be appropriate beyond the manufacturers’ recommendations so 
alternative methods were trialled. 
For the MDSC instrument the calibration of Cp was performed with a sapphire disc to provide for 
the optimum heat transfer. However, the resin and composite samples being tested consisted of 
powder. Even when the resin melted, the evolved volatile products tended to cause a foaming 
within the sample pan. This was confirmed from visual inspection of tested samples. The 
reduction in the volume of voids within the resin during melting was expected to affect the heat 
conductivity and therefore the Cp.  
It was determined that a better approximation to the true Cp could be had by calibrating with a 
sample of powdered aluminium oxide. It was observed that the Cp values using this alternate 
calibration method were closer to that expected for the resin, particularly at the operating limits 
of the instruments. 
The absolute Cp values were not considered of great importance to the study. For TMDSC 
experiments where the Cp determined from the temperature modulation did not coincide with the 
apparent Cp from the total heat flow, a factor was introduced so that the two curves coincided 
within temperature regions where it had been previously established that there were no thermal 
events affecting the apparent Cp. 
The evolved volatile products also tended to interfere with heat transfer through the bowing of 
the base of the sample pan. Although heavier gauge pans were used once this problem was 
established, on occasions bowing did indeed affect the results primarily through the apparent 
increase in Cp determined from the temperature modulation. However, the exothermic peaks 
were apparently not affected enabling this part of the data to be utilised.  
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CHAPTER 5: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION –      
   INITIAL INVESTIGATIONS 
5.1  Composite Material - Initial Trials 
In order to understand the expectations of TMDSC for commercial composites, three types of 
composite materials were tested with the MDSC instrument using parameters which were 
expected to be suitable, namely: heating rate of 5 oC.min-1; modulation of 1.5 oC.min-1 over a 
period of 60 s; and temperature interval from 10 oC to 220 oC. for all materials.   
The thermograms showed a very broad and sizeable endothermic response of uncertain origin 
from 15 oC to approximately 110 oC. Weak exotherms centred at approximately 160 oC were 
observed in the unreacted samples. It was notable that the broad endotherms remained in samples 
that had undergone curing as can be seen in Figure 5-1. The exercise highlighted the need to 
obtain the maximum sensitivity and resolution available from the instrument.  
 
Figure 5-1 MDSC of a commercial composite material showing a weak exotherm 
5.2  Equipment capabilities 
Despite performing most of the experimentation on the resin in isolation, the ultimate goal was to 
establish the capabilities of the TMDSC technique for the purpose of examining composite brake 
materials. Past efforts with DSC alone had proved to provide poor sensitivity at best. Therefore 
the intention of the experimentation was not necessarily to stay within the safe, secure confines of 
accepted boundaries. Although such an approach would have provided more conservative data, 
such an outcome would not have been considered to be acceptable for evaluating its potential as a 
tool for development. 
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Initial DDSC experimentation results using the Pyris 1 instrument with an ice-water bath proved 
to be invalid. This was due to the inability of the instrument to adequately control the cell 
temperature at low temperatures and what was presumed to be a drift in temperature or thermal 
gradients set up in the thermal block. The thermal block acts as the cold junction reference 
temperature for measurement and control of the instrument. 
Early experimentation with the Perkin-Elmer DDSC was limited by the use of ice/water for 
cooling. It was found from numerous tests that the minimum practical temperature that the 
calorimeter could achieve was 25 °C and that the ability to maintain sample temperature which is 
critical in TMDSC was diminished, particularly at lower temperatures. Examination of sample 
temperature during modulation revealed that at the lower temperatures it did not stabilise during 
the isothermal segments of the heat-iso mode. 
The heat-isothermal mode of the instrument relies on the heat flow being able to stabilise within 
the isothermal section of the program. 
Subsequent testing was conducted on an alternate Pyris 1 fitted with an intracooler. This enabled 
more rapid heating regimes to be utilised. 
It was found that the default smoothing function did not adequately smooth DDSC data. The 
“average” smoothing function was found to provide the best method.  
In order to determine the capabilities of the DDSC experimentation with shorter modulation 
times was conducted. Although the general transitions were observed with lower modulation 
times, the data was not consistent with expectations nor was it reproducible. Harmonics were 
observed in the smoothed data. Artefacts were also observed in the storage and loss heat capacity 
traces. The lowest useable modulation time was 30 s for each of the heat and isothermal segments 
giving an overall cycle time of 60 s. 
Initial trials of the DDSC with composite materials at the recommended settings had limited 
success. Poor sensitivity of the main reaction peak was observed. The use of DDSC on real 
composite materials would require running the DDSC faster than recommended in order to obtain 
adequate sensitivity. 
Operating the Pyris I instrument in DDSC mode at scanning rates of 6 °C.min-1 or greater 
produced thermograms in which the storage heat capacity was frequently inconsistent with the 
total heat capacity. This inconsistency even occurred with inert samples such as aluminium oxide. 
Differences between total and storage heat capacities ranging from 0.25 J.g-1.°C-1 to 3 J.g-1.°C-1 
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were observed. Schawe and Strobl (1997) contended that the limit for the average temperature 
change per modulation period was 0.6 K.  Despite this problem these experiments were able to 
provide information on changes in the storage heat capacity over the experiments. 
Decreasing the period in MDSC reduced the ability of a sample to follow the temperature 
modulations. For the resin samples it was found that using a period below 40 s resulted in a sharp 
drop of the apparent heat capacity calculated from the modulation cycle (reversing heat flow). 
This confirmed the findings of Cser et al (1997) and Hill et al (1999) in regards to the impact of 
experimental variables. 
The inability of the sample to follow the temperature modulation became more critical during the 
added heat flow requirement from endothermic events. This did not appear to be as critical in 
exothermic events. In the case of exothermic events the heating during reaction comes from 
within the sample and it was thought therefore the sample should actually be better able to follow 
the underlying heating thereby reducing the impact of thermal gradients from modulation heat 
flow. 
The effect of the amplitude of the temperature modulation was to increase the heat flow response 
of the instrument. High amplitudes in conjunction with low periods decreased the apparent heat 
capacity calculated from the reversing heat flow. Insofar as the period was sufficiently long, the 
amplitude from ±0.2 oC to ±1.5 oC had no observable effect on the apparent heat capacity 
measured from the reversing heat flow. An amplitude of ±0.1 oC was found to cause an unstable 
reversing heat flow signal and significant artefacts were observed across thermal events when 
compared to higher amplitudes. 
The effect of the number of modulation cycles was found to be interlinked to the modulation 
amplitude as indicated above. Using a period of 40 s and modulation temperatures of ±0.5 oC or 
greater and by varying the underlying heating rate it was found that five modulation cycles were 
required across the base of the main exotherm to avoid significant artefacts appearing in the 
reversing heat flow. 
With TMDSC there appeared to be little difference in the determination of storage/reversing Cp 
and of enthalpy with the mode of modulation: heat-cool; heat-iso; or heat-heat at low scanning 
rates. At higher rates differences were observed, most likely related to the ability to attain sample 
equilibration. 
The requirement for the sample to be able to follow the temperature modulations meant that in 
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order to run the non-isothermal experiments at higher heating rates a lower temperature 
amplitude was necessary.  It was established that for MDSC the minimum feasible temperature 
modulation was   0.2 oC.min-1. 
The DDSC was tested in both the heat-iso and heat-cool (including heat-heat) modes. There 
appeared to be a minimum requirement of a 30 s segment giving a total period of one minute. 
Even when the DDSC was utilised in a heat-heat mode  at two similar rates such as 15 °C and 
11 °C a 20 s segment introduced artefacts in the exothermic regions and what appeared to be a 
rhythmic waveform in the results, possibly an harmonic waveform of the heating regime. 
With DSC there is always some amount of temperature lag between the programmed temperature 
and the sample temperature. In heat-iso mode DDSC the sample temperature is required to have 
stabilised by the end of each isothermal segment for the software to determine the storage heat 
capacity. At 20 s isothermal sections the sample temperature for the resin was observed to have 
stabilised as was required but the strange waveforms described above were observed. 
The method of DDSC relies on the stability of the heat flow at both the beginning and end of the 
scan. The Pyris I instrument uses the stable heat flow for a 2 min isothermal period at these points 
to calculate the baseline for the scan by matching the heat flow at either end to that of a baseline 
calibration scan using empty pans. 
A problem with this method occurs when the sample undergoes a thermal event due to structural 
or chemical changes during the isothermal phases or the seal of the sample pan leaks releasing 
pressure at some point during a scan. These events cause skewing of the storage heat capacity 
determinations. These two graphs indicate the effects of such events. At points where no net heat 
flow occurs the storage specific heat should correspond to the total specific heat. This problem 
limited the maximum temperature for non-isothermal experiments due to the necessity to avoid 
sample pan leakage and resulted in the inability to collect complete thermal data. 
An advantage of the TA Instruments instrument over the Perkin-Elmer was the ability to change 
the underlying heating rate, modulation amplitude, and modulation period during an experiment 
enabling for instance a heating/cooling phase to lead into an isothermal phase. 
5.3  Initial Non-isothermal calorimetry 
Initial DSC and TMDSC experiments on the resin cure (Figure 5-3) had seemed to indicate a rise 
in the baseline of the major exotherm throughout the reaction. It was initially assumed that the 
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elimination of the nitrogen-containing products at 180 oC and the breakdown of the resin would 
be a series of endothermic peaks. The leaking and/or buckling of the sample pans at temperatures 
over 180 oC was initially mistaken for these reactions.  
The enthalpy of the major cure was initially calculated on the basis of joining the tangents on 
either side of the peak. The significant change in the slope of the baseline on either side of the 
peak appeared to indicate a vitrification during the cure which was consistent with expectations 
and similar to thermosetting epoxy resins.  
 
Figure 5-3 MDSC of various batches of novolak resin: 1 oC  modulation and 60 s period at 5 oC.min-1 
In DSC ΔH of an event was determined from the integration of peaks. A step in the slope of a 
baseline representing a change in heat capacity during the event could be accounted for by the 
assumption that the change in heat capacity was proportional to α. Hence a sigmoidal baseline for 
the peak could be determined. However, this assumption may not necessarily have been valid and 
ΔH and therefore the determination of kinetic parameters were dependent on the positioning of 
the baseline. 
TMDSC was able to simultaneously determine Cp during the reaction and could therefore 
produce a more accurate baseline provided that artefacts were not present. 
Observations of the DDSC of resin at 2 oC.min-1 (Figure 5-5) suggested that there was not 
expected to be any significant thermal event at 120 oC but the baseline of the reaction at this 
temperature appeared inconsistent from one experiment to the next run under differing 
conditions. In addition, the apparent heat capacity calculated from the total heat flow was 
inconsistent with that calculated from the temperature modulations. The change in heat capacity 
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during the cure (due to vitrification) also differed from one experiment to the other.  
Pyris 1 DDSC instruments suffered from an unstable baseline (in comparison with the TA 
instruments MDSC) requiring empty sample pan calibrations immediately before use. Slight 
changes in purge gas flow and vibrations were known to affect the baseline. This had led to some 
doubt as to the reasons for small but unexpected differences between the total specific heats and 
the storage specific heats in some thermograms. These differences were initially believed to be 
due to shifts in the instrument baseline. 
 
Figure 5-5 DDSC of phenolic resin: heat-iso, 60 s period at 2 oC.min-1  
The apparent inconsistency of the baseline in the vicinity of 120 oC, led to attempts to identify 
whether a reaction was occurring at this temperature. In areas where no transitions occur the total 
and storage Cp should be identical. However differences between them of up to 1 J.g-1.°C-1 were 
observed. In order to determine the correct heat capacity, experiments in DSC mode were 
conducted on both the resin and the novolak and two curve specific heats were calculated. 
One method of establishing the positioning and gradient of the baseline was to repeat the 
experiment on the cured sample. Samples were run to temperatures at which the cure was 
believed to be completed, then held isothermally at the temperature for several minutes to ensure 
maximum cure was achieved, and the temperature scan repeated immediately without moving the 
samples. Figure 5-7 shows one such resultant thermogram.  
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Figure 5-7 DSC scan and rescan of phenolic novolak resin 13.5 oC.min-1 
The experiment shown in Figure 5-7 was run at a heating rate of 13.5 °C.min-1 from 0 °C to 
180 °C. The sample temperature was maintained at 180 °C for 6 min to allow the cure to progress 
as far as possible. 
The experiment was repeated on the sample to obtain the heat capacity for the cured resin as a 
direct comparison and to give a better indication of where the baseline at the end of the reaction 
should be. The superimposed heat capacities coincided very well between 0 °C and 30 °C .  
The initial endotherm was clearly observed. Between approximately 80 °C and 110 °C the heat 
capacities of the cured and uncured resin were observed to be more or less parallel before the 
expected exotherm of the reaction. The temperature range appeared to be stable and consistent 
with projections of the expected heat capacity from temperatures below the onset of the 
endotherm. It appeared to be an area of the thermogram in which there was very little if any 
thermal event occurring in-between the extended endothermic and exothermic peaks and ideal as 
a baseline reference. The slight difference in heat capacity in this area was expected, as the 
uncured resin would have been softer through this range. 
At 170 °C the heat capacities should have coincided if the reaction had been completed. It could 
clearly be seen that considerable exothermic heat was still being evolved. Without the benefit of 
the repeated scan or of TMDSC it could be assumed that the baseline had shifted lower and an 
incorrect enthalpy would have been calculated from tangents to the curve at 120 oC and 170 oC. 
Experimental results of higher temperature scans could then be reviewed in light of the new 
understanding.   
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5.4  Characteristics of Novolak in the Absence of Hexamine 
The temperature range of the endotherm and its nature remained unclear. It was suspected to be 
due mainly to the ageing process and stress relaxation (molecular realignments occurring below 
Tg) of resin. In order to confirm this and the data from TMDSC it was decided to test the novolak 
in the absence of hexamine. This would enable the real effect of the ageing endotherm centred at 
60 °C to be observed. An added benefit of testing the novolak was that it enabled multiple 
scanning runs to be performed on the same sample. Considering the need for uniformity of 
sample, the ideal method of preparation was to leach the hexamine from the resin sample on hand 
by repeated irrigation with water and filtering the residue.  
A sample of the washed and dried novolak was repeatedly heated and cooled under DSC and 
MDSC mode to 180 oC at 5 oC.min-1. The magnitude of the endotherm was clearly visible against 
the cooling heat capacity as seen in Figure 5-9. Repeated heating scans on the novolak run 
immediately after cooling still showed the presence of a diminished endotherm as seen from the 
overlay of the heat flow in Figure 5-11. This meant that the influence of the endotherm could not 
be completely removed by a rapid heat and quench. 
 
Figure 5-9 Novolak DSC   5 oC.min-1 heat and cool scan 
The shallow and broad endotherm visible on repeated heating corresponded to the softening 
region (melt) of the resin between 70 °C and 100 °C.  
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Figure 5-11 Novolak  Repeated heating – cooling scan overlay of heat flow 
A DSC heating scan of novolak at 40 oC.min-1 (Figure 5-13) indicated that the specific heat 
ranged from 1.9 at 10 oC to a peak of almost 3.4 at 110 oC. This was a confirmation of the effect 
of varying heating rates on the shifting of the temperature of the endothermic response. After 
holding the temperature isothermally at 125 oC for 20 minutes before continuing to heat, the heat 
capacity dropped from 3.3 to 2.4. From this observation it was expected that the reaction peak 
would be unavoidably overlapped by the endotherm and that its influence on the baseline would 
be difficult to judge due to the variable nature from sample to sample. Holding the sample at an 
isothermal temperature below the onset of the exotherm could be expected to help alleviate some 
of the difficulties of determining the baseline. 
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Figure 5-13 Novolak DSC  - heat  at 40 oC.min-1 to 125 oC - isothermal – heat at 10 oC.min-1 to 155 oC 
The presence of a Tg type transition hidden by the endotherm was revealed by the cooling of the 
novolak. The presence of a Tg confirmed the likelihood of the endotherm resulting from an 
ageing/relaxation process. 
Of note was that there were no other thermal events seen in the non-reversing signal of the 
novolak above 150 oC. This observation meant that there would be no interference in the 
measurement of reaction enthalpy via the exothermic peak other than from the tail of the 
abovementioned endotherm. Also noted was that the heat capacity of the novolak above 150 oC 
continued along a constant gradient. Changes in the gradient of the resin would then be directly a 
result of cure. 
In order to avoid dealing with complications from the nucleation and/or relaxation portion of the 
endothermic events the possibility of removing these effects by a pre-conditioning of the resin 
samples without significant reaction was explored. Using fresh novolak samples for each 
experiment the samples were heated rapidly to various temperatures and held isothermally for 
periods of time before being quenched and then subjected to a temperature scan. It was 
established that the samples needed to be heated to 120 oC in order to remove as much as of the 
endotherm as possible. A period of 15 s was found to be satisfactory in eliminating the endotherm 
apart from the small component due to the melting of the sample. Holding the sample at lower 
temperatures for periods of up to 2 min was found to be unsatisfactory.  
5.5  Sample Pan Selection 
The inconsistency of the temperature and magnitude of the endothermic events over 180 oC led to 
the suspicion that perhaps they were due to loss of volatile products from the sample pans. The 
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TA sample pans initially used were standard crimped pans. Examination of some of the samples 
after testing revealed buckling due to pressure build-up. The calorimeters relied on effective 
contact of the sample pan with the temperature sensor (Pak et al, 2005). Trial scans were run and 
stopped at various temperatures in an effort to identify the point at which the buckling occurred. 
It was surmised that for the TA Instruments DSC the scan result up until the point of buckling of 
the pan was valid. Previous results were then re-assessed for validity. 
Hermetic seal pans were subsequently used for the MDSC experiments. The disadvantage of 
these pans was the smaller volume and the inability to flatten the pan to maximise heat transfer.  
For the Pyris I standard pans were initially utilised. Use of the standard DSC pans from Perkin-
Elmer resulted in the frequent bursting of the seals resulting in spikes in the thermograms from 
the loss of gases. Due to heat loss from the sample through the gas the sample cannot return to 
the correct baseline. Even where the sample does not burst, the base of the sample pan was often 
found to buckle. The DDSC programming relied on determining the baseline through isothermal 
segments being run at either end of the experiments and so the data from buckled or leaking pans 
was corrupted. 
Trials with heavier duty standard Perkin-Elmer pans appeared to still suffer from leaking and 
slight deformations of the base of the pans. Although high pressure pans were available, it was 
decided that their thermal mass was too great in relation to the sample mass. The walls of the 
pans were considered to be too thick and with too high a thermal gradient to allow the rapid heat 
transfer required by TMDSC and requiring modulation periods which were too long to be 
satisfactory for examination of composite samples. 
Enquiries directed to the manufacturers led to the purchase of Large Volume Capsules (LVC) 
which were suited to volatile samples from Perkin-Elmer in preference to the high pressure pans. 
Even so the mass of the LVC pans and associated o-ring seals was in the order of 320 mg, some 
20 to 30 times the mass of the sample. 
The use of the LVCs quickly indicated the presence of a secondary exothermic peak centred at 
higher temperature than the cure peak. Also revealed was the absence of sharp endothermic peaks 
above 180 oC confirming that these were due to loss of volatile products. 
However, a limitation was the manufacturer recommendation that the LVC not be used at 
temperatures above 200 oC due to possible rupture from internal pressure. In fact on a few 
occasions the seal was found to rupture below 200 °C. 
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Another limitation of these pans was that a rubber O-ring of almost the same mass as that of the 
sample had to be used as a seal. With the mass of both the pan and the cover being one order of 
magnitude greater than the sample itself even minor variations in mass of any of the three parts 
between pans would have an effect on the calculation of heat capacity. Considerable variation in 
mass was found between the pans, covers, and the O-rings.  
5.6  Aluminium Oxide Calibration 
The calibration of the MDSC instrument was performed with a solid aluminium oxide disc in the 
manufacturer recommended manner. However, it was believed that this was unable to adequately 
reflect the true conditions under which the instrument was operated. A solid disc enabled 
maximal heat conductivity, particularly in the absence of an aluminium pan between it and the 
thermocouple.  
Instead powdered aluminium oxide samples were sealed in pans and used to check the accuracy 
of the calibration, to confirm the correlation of the storage/reversing Cp with the total Cp, and to 
determine the effects of a powder sample on the results. If necessary a factor to correlate the heat 
capacities could be determined and which could be used for analysing previous experimental 
data.  
Various temperature programs were trialled with the DDSC. It was found that for a large sample 
size of 13 mg a heat-iso scan with a 60 s period at 3 oC.min-1 was able to provide correlation with 
literature values of aluminium oxide (CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics) with less than 
2 % error at temperatures up to 100 oC and a 6 % undervalue error at 200 oC. Variation increased 
dramatically with higher scan rates.  Discrepancies of approximately 15 % were found between 
the total specific heat and the storage specific heat under the same conditions indicating the 
importance of small samples.  
Similar correlation was observed with DSC scans (6% error at 200 oC) although errors were not 
observed to increase significantly with higher scan rates as was the case for DDSC. 
The differential observed between the storage and total heat capacities for the powdered 
aluminium oxide was of some concern. As a means of determining whether the total heat 
capacity and the storage heat capacity were in fact correctly correlated by the instrument a scan 
was recorded on an empty aluminium sample pan. An almost perfect correlation was observed. 
The potential error in determination of enthalpy due to the discrepancy between the total and the 
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storage heat capacities was assessed. The heat capacity at the reaction peak height at 2 oC.min-1 
was approximately 9 Jg-1.oC-1. An error of 0.15 Jg-1.oC-1 at the baseline would result in an error of 
less than 5%.  
It was clear that the resin samples underwent melting immediately prior to reaction and that the 
heat conductivity of powder samples was inferior to that of fused samples. It was therefore 
expected that as the resin melted the improved conductivity would allow the temperature to 
stabilise more rapidly and allow faster scanning rates in DDSC mode than indicated by the 
aluminium oxide experiments.  
5.7  Effects of Sample Preparation 
Following on from the experimentation with the novolak an estimate was made of the reaction 
enthalpy lost as a result of the pre-conditioning of the sample. A sample of resin was heated to 
120 oC, held isothermally for a period of 15 s and then quenched to 0 oC at the maximum rate 
available from the instrument. A temperature scan was then performed on the sample and the 
measured enthalpy was compared to that of an unconditioned sample. 
 No change in the enthalpy (within the experimental variation of approximately five percent) was 
found as a result of the pre-conditioning. It was concluded that no significant resin reaction took 
place during the procedure and it had the benefit of making the determination of the reaction 
baseline simpler. 
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CHAPTER 6: RESULTS AND  DISCUSSION -      
   ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY 
Isothermal calorimetry experiments were run concurrently alongside non-isothermal calorimetry 
and TGA experiments as the need arose. The purpose of running isothermal experiments was 
two-fold. Firstly it was used a means to elucidate the reaction type and secondly, to check against 
the kinetic values determined from non-isothermal means. Subsequently they were used in 
attempts to separate reaction peaks. 
Isothermal experiments with either instrument suffered from the problem of difficulty in 
positioning of samples when the instruments had stabilised at the temperature of interest.  
The method of heating the DSC to temperature and then quickly placing the sample into the cell 
was impractical for the Perkin-Elmer Pyris 1 DSC as it required the use of a rubber suction tool 
to remove and replace the cell covers. At high temperature it would be expected that the tool 
would be damaged or leave residue on the sample cover. In any case there would always be a 
period of time before the cell stabilised. 
The Pyris I instrument also suffered from problems in maintaining the stability of the baseline 
over long periods of time as required for completion of the reaction of the resin. The method of 
matching isothermal segments from start and finish by the instrument was not wholly satisfactory 
for the reasons indicated previously. 
All experimentation was performed by heating the sample rapidly to temperature. The method 
whereby the sample was heated at the maximum rate to the desired temperature also had the 
problem of a period of instability and temperature gradients within the sample. Since the cure of 
the resin was relatively rapid, a significant amount of information could be lost within the 
stabilisation period.  
Experiments using the latter method were performed on samples and then repeated on the cured 
sample. The differences between the initial and the repeat experiments were not reproducible and 
led to the possibility of large variation in the determination of the reaction enthalpy and the initial 
reaction kinetics. The heat flow and stabilisation at the commencement proved to have significant 
variation from sample to sample run under identical conditions, and the reaction heat flows 
frequently did not converge with the repeated experiment rendering the result invalid without 
considerable manipulation of the data. Figure 6-1 shows two different scale views of the same 
scan and re-scan superimposed onto each other. Two isothermal temperature phases were used in 
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the experiment and the shift in the baseline was apparent even between the two isothermal 
phases. The lower thermogram shows the differences in the heat flow during stabilisation which 
completely swamp the heat of reaction.  
Close examination of isothermal experiments revealed that the reaction rate peaked at between 
30% and 40% completion. An nth order reaction has a maximum rate at 0% completion. This 
observation clearly indicated that the main cure reaction followed an autocatalytic model. The 
finding can be compared with the findings of Ishida and Rodriguez (1995) with a 
polybenzoxazine based phenolic resin and Han et al (1998) with a phenol novolak hardened 
epoxy who also found those cure reactions to be autocatalytic.  
 
Figure 6-1 Scale views of the same scan and re-scan sample showing baseline shift and heat flow   
  differences during stabilisation 
A means of overcoming these problems was devised and the results compared with the traditional 
isothermal method. Experiments were performed with a rapid but controlled heating to the 
temperature of interest before maintaining the isothermal temperature for the required period 
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(Figure 6-3). Following the isothermal phase, the temperature was again ramped to an end 
temperature at which the reaction could be completed in a relatively short time.  
The rapid scan rate was chosen to avoid significant reaction of the resin before reaching the 
isothermal temperature whilst at the same time allowing the endothermic response to be removed 
from the calculations. 
 
Figure 6-3 Phenolic resin: 150 oC isothermal run using controlled temperature scanning at 30  oC.min-1 to  
 reach isothermal temperatures. Endotherm up.  
By using this method it was also hoped to be able to in some part separate overlapping peaks and 
improve estimates of reaction enthalpies. Figure 6-3 clearly shows the separation of the variable 
endothermic event from the main cure peak which could not have been done with traditional 
isothermal methods. Earlier DSC experiments had revealed the presence of the secondary 
exothermic peak. Part of this exotherm was revealed in the second of the temperature scans and 
in the 180 oC isothermal phase. Of note was that a suspected third exothermic peak was not 
revealed.  
Apart from the error introduced by the difference in heat capacity between the uncured and the 
cured resin at the start of the scan the total area between the reaction scan and the repeat scan was 
expected to give a good estimation of the enthalpy of the reaction. A comparison of the enthalpies 
of each part of the reaction could then be made with those obtained from scanning experiments to 
obtain the total enthalpy.  
A number of different isothermal temperatures were trialled to obtain the best separation of the 
peak areas. It was found that 150 oC and 180 oC provided the best balance between rate of 
reaction and peak area separation. 
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Using a LVC pan the total energy represented by the peak area to the end of the 150 °C 
isothermal stage was found to be 101.5 J.g-1 which was close to initial estimates of the peak from 
non-isothermal experiments. The second exothermic peak enthalpy at 180 oC was estimated to 
be: 22.5 J.g-1. However, the value for the second peak was likely to be higher by anything up to 
20% due to vitrification having slowed the reaction to an imperceptible level at 180 oC. 
From the model reaction, the maximum reaction rate was determined to be at α = 0.403. The 
kinetic determinations from isothermal experiments are dealt with in CHAPTER 10:. 
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CHAPTER 7: RESULTS AND  DISCUSSION -      
   NON-ISOTHERMAL CALORIMETRY 
7.1  DSC and TMDSC Resin Experimentation 
Earlier experimental DSC scans performed on the pure resins had showed a number of 
characteristic transitions which were consistently present from batch to batch although the 
transition temperatures were found to vary. At approximately 50 °C  to 90 °C a glass transition 
and a relaxation was visible. Between the temperatures of 120 °C and 160 °C a large exotherm 
was visible corresponding to the major curing reaction (see Figure 7-1). 
 
Figure 7-1.  MDSC thermogram of pure resin. Exotherm up. Heat flow                  Complex heat capacity  
  Heating rate 3 °C.min-1,modulated at ± 0.5 °C every 40 s.  
Experiments conducted at higher heating rates such as 30 °C with TA pans indicated that the 
main exothermic peak also consisted of two overlapping peaks. However, when the Large 
Volume Capsule sample pans were used the bimodal peaks were not observed. It was believed 
that this may have been due to the presence of an air space above the sample within the LVC pan 
reducing the partial pressure of volatile intermediates thereby altering the kinetics. The larger 
thermal mass of the pan may also have reduced the resolution.  
Under normal circumstances a lower heating rate would be expected to resolve overlapping peaks 
of parallel reactions. However, slower scan rates did not resolve the peaks as seen in Figure 7-3. 
The results implied that the peaks resulted from two or more consecutive reactions occurring in 
rapid succession. It was hoped that investigation with a sample open to atmosphere via TGA 
might shed some light on the observation. 
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Figure 7-3 Overlapping peaks visible only in higher DSC heating rate scan  
The requirement for having at least four modulation cycles across a transition meant that high 
imposed heating rates could not be used with TMDSC. This had the added problem of not being 
able to look at the overlapping peaks in the main exothermic reaction. 
It was noted that the corresponding peak temperatures from experiments using the TA pans 
differed from the LVC pans. Subsequent Arrhenius-type plots of peak temperatures indicated 
different activation energies (refer CHAPTER 10: Kinetics). 
DSC was shown to have drawbacks in comparison to TMDSC. One drawback was the 
requirement for multiple experiments to achieve similar results to a single TMDSC experiment. 
Another was in the case of looking at heat capacity of a cured sample to estimate the reaction 
baseline. Significant differences between cured and uncured heat capacity for samples were 
observed. Yet one advantage of looking at equivalent DSC scans to TMDSC scans was the ability 
to identify potential artefacts in data from the latter method.  
TMDSC at slow speeds has identified a very distinct glass transition was between 30 °C and 80 
oC and what appeared to be much a shorter and indistinct glass transition between 125 °C and 
135 °C during the main cure as seen in Figure 7-1. At higher speeds the transition during the 
main cure was absent. Instead, what was observed was a change in the gradient of the storage Cp 
indicating a progressive reduction in heat capacity. This observation was in line with findings by 
Van Assche et al (1995, 1996, and 1997) and was able to show the influence of heating rate on 
vitrification and its prevention during the cure. 
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7.2  Identification of multiple overlapping peaks 
The observation of the peaks indicated the presence of at least three major groups of exothermic 
reactions with different kinetics. The primary peak in the main cure range as previously 
described, the secondary peak apparently connected to rearrangement, and the tertiary peak 
which closely followed the primary peak. It appeared that the two peaks in the main cure range 
were intimately connected. 
The secondary exothermic reaction peak was observed to be very broad and much lower in 
magnitude than the primary cure peak. In addition a significant overlapping of the peaks was 
apparent.  
Comparison of the storage or reversing Cp with the total Cp had suggested that there was 
significant overlap of the two exothermic peaks. In order to determine the kinetics of the cure 
from a single scanning experiment the enthalpy of the individual reaction peaks must be 
determined. The overlap of the peaks prevents a determination of the ∆H. In order to make a 
determination, theoretical curves must be fitted to the data. 
Figure 7-5 shows the result of curve fitting trials. A number of different distribution functions 
were trialled (Gaussian, Gamma, and Weibull) in order to get the best fit. Gamma and Weibull 
distributions are non-symmetrical distributions with extended tails that were more likely to fit a 
real reaction peak. The Weibull distribution (as described under Methods) in particular ranges 
from nearly symmetrical to so highly skewed that there is almost no left-hand tail.  
 
Figure 7-5  Curve fitting of DDSC thermogram of phenolic novolak resin (5 °C.min-1 heat –   
  isothermal phases with 60 s period) 
The experiment was conducted to confirm the similarity between DSC and DDSC for the resin. 
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The sample was rapidly heated to 120 °C and quenched to eliminate the ageing relaxation. The 
main reaction peak was found to be very close to that of the DSC 5 °C.min-1 experiment. 
However, the peak temperature was shifted by just over 2 °C. By 180 °C (the peak of the 
secondary reaction) the two curves were exactly matched. 
In order to obtain the best realistic overall curve fit it was considered that each of the three peaks 
should have curves individually fitted within temperature ranges where any overlap effects would 
be negligible. For example, the model main reaction curve was fitted to the main exotherm in the 
temperature range 115 °C to 128 °C.  
Once the three peaks had been individually fitted, the fitted curves data were added together to 
form an envelope. The Solver function was used to then minimise the difference between the 
experimental data and the envelope using the parameters of the individual peaks as the starting 
point. The parameters of the fitted curves were allowed to vary within arbitrary limits to produce 
realistic solutions. Numerous scenarios were tested holding different parameters constant. No 
satisfactory solution could be obtained using this method. The most realistic solutions left large 
discrepancies between the curve fit envelope and the experimental data in the temperature range 
130 °C to 150 °C. 
It was theorised that there may have been another small exotherm in the temperature range 
130 °C to 150 °C that was completely swamped by the two known exotherms. A fourth peak 
using the Weibull distribution function was added to the curve fit data and the optimisation 
exercise was repeated. Only the parameters for the fourth curve were allowed to vary. The 
resultant fitted curve is shown in Figure 7-5. It can be seen that a very close fit was obtained. 
A determination of the expected enthalpy for the main reaction was made based on the curve 
fitment. An enthalpy of 89.4 J.g-1 was obtained for the main exothermic peak and 12.6 J.g-1 for 
the third exotherm. The total of 102 J.g-1 was in close agreement with other estimates. 
In order to ensure that the fourth peak was not an experimental aberration or due to a shift in the 
baseline of the experiment, the curve fitting needed to be repeated with data obtained in other 
experiments and the estimated enthalpies used to test autocatalytic models. Autocatalytic models 
using both 89.4 J.g-1 and 102 J.g-1 for the enthalpy of the primary exothermic peak were fitted to 
isothermal data to determine the order of reaction.  
The process of determination of kinetics is detailed in CHAPTER 10:. In summary, the 
autocatalytic model using 102 J.g-1 enthalpy and the order data obtained from isothermal kinetic 
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modelling was then fitted to the non-isothermal data and found to produce the better fitment. This 
indicated that the tertiary peak was most likely an aberration of the distribution function fitment 
process. Figure 7-7 shows the autocatalytic model for the same data as for Figure 7-5. 
The difference between the fitted curve and the experimental data in the temperature range 
145 oC to 160 oC was thought to be related to the increasing influence of diffusion control as the 
reaction progressed. 
 
Figure 7-7 Autocatalytic model fitment of DDSC thermal data of phenolic novolak resin (5 °C.min-1 Heat   
  –Isothermal phases with 60 s period). 
Attention was turned to the rearrangement exotherm. Although theory suggested that the 
rearrangement of bonds and the elimination of small molecules should follow a first order 
process, provision was made in the model for an autocatalytic component if this proved 
necessary. A complicating factor was that the kinetics were dependent on the product of the 
primary reaction which increased during the rearrangement reaction. The rearrangement model 
was therefore set up to be dependent on the primary reaction model output. 
The refined kinetic parameters were then tested with other experimental data run under differing 
conditions. Where TMDSC could not be used, an estimate of the storage Cp was used for 
calculations. Very good correlation was found between the isothermal and non-isothermal data 
with scanning rates from 2.5 oC.min-1 to 30 oC.min-1 as shown in Figure 7-9.  
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           a)         b)  
Figure 7-9 a)    6 °C.min-1 DDSC Heat – Iso phases with 60 s period   
        b)  30 °C.min-1 DSC – estimated fixed Storage Cp of 2.0 J.g-1.oC-1 throughout  
7.3  Investigation of composite additives 
In the investigation of resin with additives a similar process was utilised. Attempting to use 
reaction models in the first instance with substantially different peak locations proved to be a 
laborious process with an endless array of possible minimisation solution algorithms that were 
unrealistic. 
Ethylene glycol was used as a processing aid and as a plasticiser in the production of composites. 
It was expected to have a significant impact on the kinetics. In order to best understand the 
influence on resin reaction, an excess of the glycol was used. 
To determine the effect of ethylene glycol on the reaction samples were prepared by weighing a 
sample of resin and adding excess ethylene glycol to the sample. LVC pans were used to prevent 
mass and energy loss. Addition of excess glycol to the sample ensured that glycol would dissolve 
the resin and thus be homogeneous throughout the resin. Each sample was allowed to stand for 1 
h before testing to allow the resin to dissolve in the glycol. The additional pressure build-up in 
the pan from the glycol caused most of the samples to leak prior to the primary peak evolution 
and invalidate the data. 
A modulated temperature DSC scan was performed with the Pyris 1 DDSC. The parameters of 
the test were set to heat at 2 °C.min-1 for 30 s and heat at 0.4 °C.min-1 for 30 s for each iteration, a 
rate of 1.2 oC.min-1. 
Examination of the thermogram revealed a difference from the resin thermograms. The peak 
temperatures of the data and of the best fit Weibull model were plotted alongside those of the 
resin. The total enthalpy of the primary exotherm of the data was found to be approximately 151 
J.g-1 of resin (normalised to the mass of resin in the sample) consisting of one theoretical peak of 
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102 J.g-1 and another of 49 J.g-1 of resin.  
The secondary (rearrangement) exotherm was not completed by the end of the scan and so only 
an estimate could be made. Based on partial data this was 140 J.g-1 of resin. 
The Solver function was applied to the data (using only two exothermic peaks instead of three) in 
a similar manner to that of the resin by fitting individual peaks separately before combining them 
in the “envelope”. It was expected that the overall enthalpy for the primary peak would be greater 
than for resin owing to the fact that only the mass of resin was used in its determination. Figure 
7-11 shows the fitted model. As with the resin itself, the departure of the model from the 
experimental data at temperatures between 120 oC and 150 oC was thought to be due to diffusion 
control from vitrification of the resin. Examination of the storage Cp showed a change in gradient 
at approximately 120 oC. 
Solver estimated enthalpies were: 179 J.g-1 and 156 J.g-1 respectively. Kinetic parameters are 
included in CHAPTER 10:. 
 
Figure 7-11 Autocatalytic model fitment of DDSC thermal data of resin and ethylene glycol (2 oC.min-1  
  and 0.4 oC.min-1 Heat – Heat phases with 60 s period). 
A second experiment was perfprmed at 1.8 oC.min-1 with settings of: heat at 4 °C.min-1 for 30 s 
and cool at 0.4 °C.min-1 produced thermal parameters which were in reasonable agreement with 
the parameters determined from the initial experiment. The total enthalpy of the main reaction 
peak was observed to be 161 J.g-1 of resin. The reaction could only be taken to approximately 
200 oC and at this temperature less than 50% of the rearrangement peak had evolved. The overlap 
of the peaks made an estimate of enthalpy extremely uncertain. The ethylene glycol fitted 
thermogram is included as Figure 7-13.  
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Figure 7-13 Autocatalytic model fitment of DDSC thermal data of resin and ethylene glycol (4 oC.min-1  
 and 0.4 oC.min-1 Heat – Cool phases with 60 s period). 
Of note was that a trial fitment of the same kinetic parameters for the rearrangement peak as for 
the previous experiment led to a better fit up to 160 oC which led to the suspicion that some 
progressive leakage occurred even in the latter sample. 
Once the rearrangement exotherm was fitted, its parameters were held constant and the activation 
energies, the pre-exponential factors and the enthalpies of the two components of the main 
reaction were individually fine-tuned with the solver algorithm. 
Powdered, vulcanised acrylonitrile rubber was used as a means of increasing impact resistance of 
a composite. Graphite in the form of a fine powder was used as a filler to impart specific 
properties to a composite. The rubber was expected to have a slight influence on the kinetics and 
to display its own thermal characteristics. Graphite was not expected to have a major impact on 
the kinetics.  
Each of these commercial materials were tested as supplied. The rubber was a fine free-flowing 
medium particle size (0.1 mm average diameter) powder and the graphite was a fine particle size 
(0.015 mm average diameter). Each were separately mixed with resin on a 1:1 weight basis and 
two samples of each mixture were scanned using MDSC at 3 oC.min-1 and ±0.5 oC modulation 
with a 40 s period.  
For acrylonitrile rubber (Figure 7-15), significantly more and higher energy endothermic 
processes were observed with significant overlap with the reaction peaks. The heights of the 
exothermic peaks were considerably lower than for pure resin, the primary peak being 
approximately 1.1 J.g-1.oC-1 (2.7 J.g-1.oC-1 for 50% resin) taken from the apparent baseline 
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(overlapping endothermic peak). In addition, what appeared to be a third overlapping exothermic 
peak was observed.  
 
Figure 7-15 1:1 Resin:acrylonitrile rubber at 3 oC.min-1 and ±0.5 oC modulation with a 40 s period. 
For graphite, peak temperatures for both primary and secondary reactions were not observed to 
differ significantly from those of pure resin at the same scanning rate. Peak heights for the 
reactions were equivalent to that expected for a 50% resin mass sample. 
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CHAPTER 8: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION -     
 HOT STAGE OPTICAL MICROSCOPY AND 
 THERMOGRAVIMETRY 
Optical microscopy was used in an attempt to determine the nature of the endotherm in the resin 
immediately prior to the reaction, confirm the melt temperature range, and to follow the 
progressive darkening of the resin at elevated temperatures. Thermogravimetry was utilised to 
confirm the characteristics of the resin cure reaction including the loss of amines at elevated 
temperature. 
 Optical microscopy was used to examine the resin throughout the temperature range from 
ambient to 200 oC at 5 oC.min-1.  No visible changes were observed through the range up to 90 oC 
confirming that the majority of the endotherm was not due to a melt or to volatiles evolved from 
the resin. From approximately 90 oC to 105 oC a progressive melt was observed with the 
colouration remaining a transparent pale yellow. No other features other than a gradual 
progressive darkening to a transparent honey colour at approximately 170 oC, with a subsequent 
rapid darkening of the resin to a uniform opaque deep brown at 200 oC were observed. 
Of note was that the darkening from 105 oC was observed to begin from nucleations and to 
radiate outward akin to the growth of bacterial cultures. This indicated the microscopic 
inhomogeneity of the resin as expected from the manufacturing technique of grinding and mixing 
HMTA and novolak together. 
Thermogravimetry experiments were conducted on samples of resin both as provided and cured 
samples. The derivative of weight loss provided the primary means of analysis. It was expected 
that the results would be similar to those obtained from calorimetry. 
Samples of uncured resin were scanned at 20 oC.min-1 and 40 oC.min-1 under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. The rate of weight loss showed three peaks of interest. Figure 8-1 shows a TGA 
thermogram run at 40 oC.min-1 and shows peaks at 130 oC, 175 oC and a broad peak centred at 
230 oC as expected along with DSC data scanned at 30 oC.min-1. The peak at 175 oC 
corresponded with the primary cure peak whilst the higher peak corresponded with the 
rearrangement and elimination of nitrogen entities.  
The broad peak at 130 oC corresponded with the endotherm and, as observed in the calorimetry 
experiments, differed considerably from sample to sample. The results were suggestive of loss of 
low molecular weight species such as phenol itself and probably the organic acids used as 
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catalysts in the manufacture. 
TGA thermograms proved better at resolving the bimodal peaks of the main reaction exotherm 
seen in the high speed DSC scans using TA pans. Of note was that the primary reaction peak was 
considerably narrower than for the DSC peaks and a shoulder was visible at 180 oC. It was 
proposed that the higher temperature smaller exotherm centred at 180 oC was due to the further 
reaction of intermediate products given that in TGA volatile intermediate products are not 
contained within the reacting system. 
 
Figure 8-1 Resin TGA - derivative weight loss and comparison DSC peaks with the two main sample pan  
  types used. Shoulder is visible on TA peak and was more pronounced on TGA peak. 
The temperature limitation of the sample pans in the calorimetry experiments meant that the 
rearrangement peak could not be effectively examined. TGA did not have the limitation. 
However, the rearrangement peak was much broader than expected and was likely to have 
included volatiles other than the by-products of the rearrangements. 
Peak temperature plots to find Ea showed a higher value than expected, 137 J.g-1 for the primary 
peak. The secondary peaks were more difficult to establish with any accuracy and the regression 
correlation coefficient was 0.25 leading to the expectation that it indeed was clouded by losses of 
additional volatile material and unlikely to represent a realistic Ea. 
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CHAPTER 9: QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATIONS 
The total heat flow result from TMDSC experimentation was found to be equivalent to DSC 
within the variation found from sample to sample. For phenolic cure the modulation mode (heat-
cool or heat-heat) did not make any discernible difference provided the sample temperature was 
able to follow the regime without an excessive lag.  
Results from both DDSC and MDSC were found to be equivalent and the expected benefit of the 
TMDSC technique over DSC was confirmed, particularly for complex systems. 
The differences between the experimental reaction rates and the model reaction rates of the resin 
in the later phases of the primary exotherm have been theorised to be the result of a change from 
kinetic to diffusion control in the reaction. The observations of the storage Cp indicate the 
method of maximising the cure rate of the resin. Typically a series of increasing temperatures are 
used to post-bake phenolic composites, in many cases a single temperature is used.  
At higher rates the vitrification during the primary peak was not observed. Instead, a change in 
the gradient of the storage Cp was observed. By preventing a negative gradient until the required 
cure level is achieved, the cure speed will have been maximised, provided that the object does not 
deform under the heating conditions. 
The presence of a third exothermic peak seen at high heating rates with TA pans seemed to be 
confirmed by the TGA results. The fact that it did not appear at low heating rates indicated the 
probable formation of short-lived intermediates. This may have in some part also accounted for 
the differences between the model and experimental peaks. The observation that it appeared in 
both a high and low pressure environment (TA pans and TGA) suggested that it was probably 
related to the difference in thermal mass between the TA and LVC pans. The LVC pans would 
tend to smooth out the heat flow.  
Thermogravimetry can not identify physical or chemical changes that do not result in volatile 
products. Hence it does not necessarily measure rearrangement reaction rates effectively. The 
results may also be complicated by bond scission resulting in chain fragments that are non-
volatile at the temperature of the sample. These same products may vaporise at higher 
temperatures depending on the size of the fragment resulting in a continuum of weight loss rather 
than a defined temperature. Hence the rearrangement peak parameters must be interpreted in 
conjunction with calorimetry results. 
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Even with the condensation reactions thermogravimetry may not have been entirely effective in 
defining the reaction rate. As well as the problem detailed above, additional material undergoing 
simultaneous volatilisation will have added to the apparent rate.  
The unusual results obtained by Morrison and Waitkus (1987) in the fluctuations in strength and 
Tg can be intuitively related to the findings of Zhang et al (1998a-d).  
The formation of benzoxazines and bis- and tris-benzylamines as some of the first-formed species 
in the cure of the resin would be expected to produce a rigid structure very early in the cure. As 
these species decomposed, the intermediates with multiple atom bridges between phenolic 
centres would be expected to allow more flexibility of the overall structure. As the cure 
progressed still further and the each of the intermediate product types (the amines, amides, ethers 
etc) rearranged to form methylene bridges the Tg would be expected to fluctuate accordingly.  
The considerable decrease in the strength found by Morrison and Waitkus may not be so much 
related to the chemistry as to the bulk property changes occurring in the moulded object. The 
object is normally demoulded after several minutes of cure. As the cure progresses in the post 
bake process and the bond chain lengths between phenol centres decrease, stress is introduced 
into the bulk structure that may be expected to lead to micro-cracking and thereby reduced 
strength. Crazing is known to occur in moulded parts subjected to relatively high temperatures 
and stresses (Lele, unpublished work).  
The results of the resin with additives experimentation clearly indicated the complexity of 
interactions that occur in composite materials with several additives. It highlighted the necessity 
of looking at each additive separately in order to be able to predict the characteristics of multi-
component systems. 
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CHAPTER 10: KINETICS 
10.1  Determination of Reaction Order 
Having identified from isothermal experiments that the primary reaction followed an 
autocatalytic model (equation 2-5) the initial task was to establish the order of each of the 
components of the model. In order to determine the order of the reaction in relation to both the 
reactants and products, as discussed earlier a graph of  
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will determine m, the order of α in the reaction. Similarly, equation 2-5 can be rearranged to find 
n the order of the reactants in the reaction. If the reaction model were to be correct the graphs 
would show straight lines with gradients equal to m and n respectively and intercepts equal to log 
k. It was expected that both m and n were approximately equal to 1.  
Both graphs were observed to show curving (Figure 10-1). This was not unexpected as the curing 
progressed and molecular motion was restricted. The graph to determine n (that is log dα/(dt.αm) 
against nlog(1-α)) was examined first. In order to focus on the region where the reaction was not 
affected by either restrictions of motion or the machine instability, the gradient over only the 
linear segment of the graph was used. It was found that the linear segment corresponded to α 
between 0.15 and 0.7. The value of n was observed to be approximately 2.2. Examination of the 
graph to determine m (assuming a value of 1 for n) showed considerable curving when α was 
greater than 0.25 that suggested that the autocatalytic model may have been incorrect.  
   
Figure 10-1 Novolak resin: 150 °C isothermal – Check of reaction model, autocatalytic assumed, m and n  
  both set to 1.0. Highlighted range: 0.2 < α < 0.7 
As a quick check to confirm the correct rate equation, an nth order rate equation was assumed 
and the logarithm of dα/dt was plotted against log(1-α)n. Figure 10-3  shows the plot with the data 
between 20 % and 70 % completion of the reaction highlighted. The plot showed significant 
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curvature within this region, particularly at the low α range (higher log values). In addition the 
gradient was 1.25, not 2.0 as expected for a second order reaction. Therefore the data did not fit 
an nth order reaction model. 
 
Figure 10-3   Novolak resin: 150 °C isothermal – Check of reaction model, nth order assumed, n set to 1.0.  
  Highlighted range: 0.2 < α < 0.7. 
To determine the autocatalytic rate equation for the resin from the isothermal experiment the 
value of m (the order of the reaction with respect to the product) was initially taken as 1. 
Theoretically this would represent the requirement that one molecule of the product be in contact 
with the reactants. Since contact between at least one molecule of each of the reactants was 
required, this would represent third order kinetics. 
It was theorised that because the reaction was catalysed by the product, in all probability m would 
be less than 1.0 as the reaction could also proceed in the absence of any products albeit at a 
slower rate, that is to say both mechanisms running in parallel.  
The rate equation was then recalculated using n = 2.0 since exactly one molecule of each of the 
reactants must take part in the reaction. Log dα/[dt.(1-α)n] was plotted against log αm. The plot 
showed remarkable linearity over the range corresponding to: 0.2 <  α < 0.7, more so than 
previous plots. The gradient that represented m was found to be 0.78, refer Figure 10-5.  
Non-integer values for reaction orders are indicative of either the occurrence of parallel reactions 
or that the form of the reaction model does not adequately describe the reaction. The aim of the 
work was to obtain a rate equation that would enable the prediction of cure behaviour rather than 
to determine the kinetics of any one of the many parallel reactions that occur. To this end the use 
of the best fitting values for the orders of the reaction for describing the overall kinetics is 
preferable over a rigorous adherence to theoretical principles, even if the values of m and n were 
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non-integer. A better fitting model would enable commercial users of the resin to predict the 
appropriate processing parameters to achieve a particular stage of cure. 
 
Figure 10-5   Novolak resin: 150 °C isothermal – Check of reaction model, autocatalytic assumed, n set to  
  2.0 and m set to 1.0. Highlighted range: 0.2 < α < 0.7. 
Finally, to determine the best fit parameters for the reaction, the rate equation was recalculated 
using the “best fit” values of m = 0.78 and n = 2 and again replotted. Figure 10-7 illustrates how 
well the data fitted the model with the plot remaining linear well outside the highlighted range of: 
0.2 < α < 0.7. The non-linearity near 0 was most likely to be due to errors in the estimation during 
the temperature stabilisation. The best fit reaction rate therefore was determined to be:  
10-1 
In other words the reaction was both second and third order. From Figure 10-7 it was also 
determined that the value of the rate constant k was between: 0.0878 and 0.0894 at 150 oC. 
 
Figure 10-7 Novolak resin: 150 °C isothermal – Check of reaction model, autocatalytic assumed, n set to  
  2.0 and m set to 0.78. Highlighted range: 0.2 < α < 0.7. 
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10.2  Determination of Activation Energy  – Model Fitment 
It is important to bear in mind that the accuracy of the kinetic parameters determined through 
DSC relies on the reliability of the value of the ultimate heat of reaction ΔHRXN. Prime (1981) 
recommended that this be determined from non-isothermal experiments conducted at heating 
rates between 2 and 20 °C.min-1. The determination relies on a baseline drawn between a clear  
onset and end of reaction. This condition is not met with overlapping peaks, hence the kinetic 
parameters determined from the isothermal experiments could only be relied upon if an accurate 
separation of the peak areas was made. 
Once the reaction kinetics had been determined from the isothermal data, the kinetic values were 
used to construct models of the reaction under non-isothermal conditions. The initial models were 
based on the distribution functions described previously and on the autocatalytic reaction kinetics 
equation. The reaction models were constructed such that for each increment of the recorded 
temperature data the distribution or kinetic equation was used to calculate the subsequent values 
for Δα, Δ(1-α) and normalised reaction rate for the particular model. The normalised model was 
then scaled to fit a total enthalpy. The model was then compared to experimental data from a 
number of different tests incorporating a number of different heating rates. 
The Solver function was then used to adjust variable parameters to fit the models to the 
experimental data. In this application the sum of least squares of the difference between the 
experimental data and the model data in the selected temperature range was used. The variables 
included in the solutions were: distribution function parameters and scaling factor, the activation 
energy, the pre-exponential factor, the reaction orders for both the reactants and products, and 
enthalpies.  
Theoretically the reaction should have comprised either an nth order term or an autocatalytic term 
for the initial polymerisation and a first order term to account for the rearrangement of bonds by 
elimination of amines and water.  
Models were constructed using autocatalytic peaks for the primary reactions and first order peaks 
to account for the rearrangement reactions. 
First order reactions have a characteristic broad peak that at first did not appear to fit the 
experimental data. The high temperature tail of the peak drops sharply with the low temperature 
tail showing a more gradual increase in reaction rate. Yet when a first order peak was 
incorporated into the theoretical model it was surprising to find that the peak was in fact far more 
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symmetrical and much steeper than an autocatalytic model on the high temperature tail. 
Solutions for several combinations of the parameters being allowed to vary were trialled using 
the isothermal kinetic determinations as a starting point. The temperature ranges for fitment to 
experimental data were adjusted according to the possibilities being trialled including additional 
hidden overlapping peaks and for isolation of individual peaks. 
The optimised models produced very close approximations to the experimental data with a 
number of anomalies.  
The low temperature tail of the peak was considerably shallower than the autocatalytic model. It 
was theorised that this may be due to the influence of the endothermic process immediately prior 
to the onset of the exotherm. Model endotherms were incorporated to fit such data and new 
solutions found. 
The high temperature tail of the primary peak deviated from the models. The deviation was 
expected to result from the overlap with the broad secondary (rearrangement) exotherm peak but 
a dual exotherm model could not produce an accurate fitment.  
A trial third autocatalytic peak was incorporated into the model to attempt to produce a better fit 
of the data. The solver algorithm was run numerous times with various initial parameters 
approaching the expected solution limit from either side and providing a best fit for different 
regions of the data peak. However, none of these outcomes were able to produce a significantly 
better fit despite the variation in the theoretical peaks being considerable. 
The best fit kinetic parameters for the reactions determined by model fitment at various heating 
rates are given in Table 10-1 for the primary reaction and Table 10-3 for the rearrangement 
reaction. Insufficient peak evolution was available for the rearrangement reaction at the higher 
heating rates.  
Table 10-1 Kinetic parameters for primary reaction exotherm peak. 
Heating Rate 
(oC.min-1) 
Enthalpy 
J.g-1 
Ea  
(kJ.mol-1) 
A 
(s-1) 
m n 
2.5 110 114 1.26 x 1013 0.71 2 
3 100 114.7 1.26 x 1013 0.71 2 
20 106 115 1.26 x 1013 0.715 2 
30 104 116 1.26 x 1013 0.715 2 
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Table 10-3 Kinetic parameters for rearrangement exotherm peak. 
Heating Rate 
(oC.min-1) 
Enthalpy 
J.g-1 
Ea  
(kJ.mol-1) 
A 
(s-1) 
m n 
2.5 41.5 101.9 1.42 x 109 0.112 1 
3 48.2 101.9 1.45 x 109 0.110 1 
 
10.3  Determination of Activation Energy  – Resin peak temperatures 
To utilise the differential method for determining kinetic parameters it needed to be established 
that TMAX occurred at the same value of α. The successful fitment of kinetic modelling parameters 
to non-isothermal data run at a wide variety of scanning speeds and over most of the reaction 
indicated that the parameters did not change significantly with either α or temperature. By 
establishing that the kinetic parameters obtained using Solver were in fact representative for both 
low (2.5 oC.min-1) and high (30 oC.min-1) heating rates (see Table 10-1) this requirement was 
met.  
Analysis of the resin peak temperatures to determine activation energy led to the plotting of the 
Kissinger equation (2-21). The plot of: )/ln( 2maxT!  against 1/TMAX would have a gradient of: -Ea/R 
from which the activation energy could be determined (refer Figure 10-9). From the model 
fitment TMAX  was found to occur at  α =  0.403 for the primary peak. Of note is that this method is 
independent of the reaction model and the same principle can be applied for any fixed α. The 
results from the plots are included in Table 10-5. 
 
Figure 10-9 Kissinger equation plots of phenolic resin primary peak temperatures:    
   a) LVC pans,   b) TA pans 
The experiments performed with the TA pans gave temperatures that were generally higher than 
obtained with the LVC pans. Literature values for the activation energy of phenol reacted with 
hexamine in concentrated solutions have been given as 64.5 kJ mol-1 by Debing et al (1952) and 
71.2 kJ mol-1 by Yanagita, (1944). 
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Once the activation energy has been determined the pre-exponential factor can be determined by 
substituting it into the rate equation, preferentially near the peak of the reaction where the 
theoretical model matches the actual conditions. Note that there would be a problem if the 
activation energy was found to vary with extent of reaction.  
Initial manual approximations to the data suggested that the pre-exponential factor was several 
orders of magnitude below that of the cure reaction. 
The pre-exponential factor represents the kinetic component of the rate constant whilst the 
activation energy represents the thermodynamic component. Lowering the pre-exponential factor 
corresponds to a reduction in the speed of the reaction. Therefore in order to maintain the peak at 
the same temperature, the activation energy must decrease as well. The activation energy was 
found to be considerably below that of the main cure reaction suggesting that the rearrangement 
process was thermodynamically less energetic. Further investigations would be required to refine 
the reaction model. However, the model provided an exceptionally good fitment in the remaining 
temperature ranges. 
Table 10-5 Activation energy from plots of peak temperatures 
Method Peak identification Ea   (kJ.mol-1) Linear regression R2  
DSC TA pan Primary exotherm 194 0.976 
DSC LVC pan Primary exotherm 107 0.987 
DSC LVC pan Secondary exotherm 80.3  0.795 
TGA Primary exotherm 137  0.967 
 
The activation energy found for the primary reaction peak with LVC pans was found to be in 
agreement between the two methods used here. There was originally expected to be some 
difference due to the differential method of looking at peak temperatures being independent of 
the reaction model. 
Substituting the activation energy determined from peak temperatures into the Arrhenius equation 
(equation 2-8) along with the value of k determined earlier from the isothermal analysis, the pre-
exponential factor A for LVC pans was determined to be between: 1.28 x 1013 and 1.30 x 1013 s-1. 
The value was marginally higher (3%) than the value obtained through the model fitment method. 
Of note is that since the pre-exponential factor is calculated from the logarithm of the intercept, 
the potential error in the factor is greater than for the activation energy.  
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10.4  Kinetics of Composites 
The use of MDSC has shown some promise in analysis of complex composites. However, the 
dilution of the resin within the sample and the fibrous nature of the sample itself have not allowed 
the required speed of test to be achieved. The thermal conductivity of the composite has proved 
to be a problem. Characterisation of simple two component composites has been successful. 
Ethylene glycol and phenolic novolak resin composites have been found to change the kinetics of 
the resin reactions, with the glycol more than likely participating in parallel competing cure 
reactions. Using Solver the best fitment kinetic parameters for the primary peak are included in 
Table 10-7 and for the rearrangement peak in Table 10-9. 
Notably, Ea for both the primary and the secondary peaks reduced considerably as did the 
autocatalytic component with the secondary peak following a first order process. 
Table 10-7 Kinetic parameters for resin and excess ethylene glycol primary exotherm peak                            . 
Heating Rate  
(oC.min-1) 
Enthalpy 
J.g-1 
Ea  
(kJ/mol) 
A m n 
1.2 179 95.7 3.0 x 1010 .55 2 
1.8 161 95.7 2.1 x 1010 .55 2 
 
Table 10-9 Kinetic parameters for resin and excess ethylene glycol rearrangement exotherm peak.               .     
Heating Rate  
(oC.min-1) 
Enthalpy 
J.g-1 
Ea  
(kJ/mol) 
A m n 
1.2 156 75.0 6.71 x 105 0 1 
1.8 90 ± 50% * 69 8.9 x 104 0 1 
* Enthalpy estimated with less than 50% of data peak evolved – high uncertainty 
Due to the obvious complexity of the resin-acrylonitrile rubber thermogram the effects on the 
resin cure reaction could not be determined without extensive investigation into the rubber itself. 
It was believed that the apparent primary resin peak magnitude was reduced as a result of 
endothermic processes covering an unknown temperature range.  
No variation from pure resin was observed with the graphite-resin samples. As a result no kinetic 
parameters have been provided here.  
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CHAPTER 11: FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Examination of the curing reaction of phenolic resin with TMDSC to determine kinetics is 
complicated due to the evolution of ammonia and other amines, water, and unreacted phenol and 
formaldehyde as volatile components that absorb some of the heat of reaction.  
A method of alleviating the problem would be to use a pressure sample pan to prevent the escape 
of the volatiles. However, preventing the escape of the volatiles has been shown here to affect the 
reaction rate. Another method of determining the heat effect of the volatiles is to use a pressure 
cell and repeat the reaction at a series of elevated pressures. This has the effect of shifting the 
temperatures at which the volatile products from the reaction leave the sample enabling the 
energy due to volatilisation to be estimated. 
In order to be satisfied that the reaction products generated during thermal analysis were the same 
as produced during commercial moulding, it would be necessary to compare the resultant partly 
reacted products from both methods having undergone identical thermal histories. This could be 
best accomplished by subjecting samples from both to non-isothermal experiments. 
The importance of the storage/reversing heat capacity in the study of the reaction of pure resin 
may not have appeared to have been particularly high given the small effect on the heat of 
reaction. It is only when the contribution of the heat of reaction is diluted by the presence of large 
proportions of composite additives that the importance of the heat capacity is truly appreciated. 
One only needs to re-examine Figure 5-1, the commercial composite material thermogram to 
appreciate how changes in the reaction baseline could affect kinetic results. 
The influence of diffusion control in the reaction of the resin could be further studied to better 
understand how the kinetics are affected. The ability to follow the vitrification with the storage 
heat capacity provides this capability. Using higher scanning rates to prevent vitrification would 
enable the kinetics at high α to be confirmed. Then, by examining at lower rates, following the 
vitrification and fitting kinetic models with Solver to the latter parts of the reaction only it is 
feasible that an improvement on the diffusion factor concept of Van Assche et al (1997) could 
result. 
Although there was found to be a slight increase in activation energy with heating rate for the 
resin, the change was within the uncertainty tolerances and not considered to have been validated. 
It is a subject for further investigation. The phenomenon may well be explained by differences in 
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the relative reactivity of competing parallel reactions with respect to temperature. 
Isothermal experiments have the limitation that the reaction becomes diffusion controlled or at 
least influenced at some point for most thermosetting polymers. Kinetic parameters determined 
from best fitment methods in isothermal experiments will therefore have some differences to 
accommodate the lowered reaction rates. However, there was found to be a remarkable similarity 
in the values obtained from each method. From the point of view of predicting the cure, any of 
the methods would have provided suitably accurate results. 
For the situation where series reactions follow one another very closely and overlap significantly, 
the subsequent reactions are dependent on the progress of the preceding ones and it is doubtful 
whether meaningful activation energies can be attributed by means of the Arrhenius plot. The 
peak for the second reaction must of necessity follow that for the first, and therefore the apparent 
activation energy must be similar to that of the first reaction.  
However, the Arrhenius plot could possibly be used to get an approximate value for the first 
reaction of the series provided the peaks are sufficiently separated. For the phenolic novolak 
resin, the rearrangement peak is sufficiently separated to enable a meaningful activation energy to 
be assigned, but the additional exotherm observed in the high heating rate experiments is 
probably too close for one to be assigned. 
On the other hand, the method of curve fitment described here could possibly be used to refine 
the activation energy by fitment of the initial part of the peak to the model. Activation energies 
for the subsequent reactions could then be obtained by fixing the parameters of  preceding 
reactions and fitting the latter sections of overlapping peaks. Utilising the data from one heating 
rate the parameters could then be confirmed by fitment at a second heating rate. Averages of 
kinetic parameters determined via this method may well be the preferred means for predictions of 
behaviour. 
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CHAPTER 12: CONCLUSIONS 
The use of TMDSC has been shown to be a useful tool in the study of the cure of phenolic resin 
and composites. The limitations of the technique and also the capabilities of the instruments have 
been explored. It has been established that useful information can still be gained when the 
instruments are used outside of the manufacturers’ limits. However, a good understanding of the 
reaction system is required to be able to use such data. 
Despite difficulties in the establishment of baselines for reaction exotherms the cure of phenolic 
novolak resin has been shown to proceed with an autocatalytic process followed by a principally 
first order rearrangement process. The kinetic parameters for the resin have been detailed in 
Chapter 10. Vitrification of the resin was also shown to have some bearing on the prediction of 
cure although its influence was found to be less than expected.  
It has also been established that the reaction is dependent on either pressure or concentration of 
products or both which adds another dimension to the influence of even inert additives and 
processing conditions. Further research would be required into the influence of dilution of resin 
within an inert composite matrix and on the moulding pressure and press “breathing” on kinetics. 
The influence of some additives on the kinetics has also been confirmed leaving the question as 
to the effects of other matrix components and combinations of components still unanswered. 
There is considerable benefit to be had from the understanding of such effects in determination or 
optimisation of processing conditions: moulding temperature; moulding time; moulding pressure; 
post-cure temperature and time; and final physical properties. 
The advantages of TMDSC over DSC relate to the significantly improved sensitivity and the 
ability to separate reversible (physical) from irreversible (chemical) processes within the time 
frame of the modulation cycle. The implications in testing are covered in section 2.4.3. 
A number of useful test methods have been devised and utilised on the resin itself and on some 
simple composites. They have the benefit of overcoming the reduced sensitivity of DSC 
calorimeters with composites. The test methods have been shown to provide very similar kinetic 
parameter answers allowing sufficient confidence in their use for prediction of cure rate with 
temperature and time. The evaluation of sample pans has enabled the effects of volatile products 
to be minimised albeit with some compromises in performance.  
A modification to the traditional isothermal experiment was devised and used with success. 
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Having a combination of controlled rapid heating to the required temperature was able to reduce 
instrumental stabilisation inconsistencies and response time, capture the early part of the reaction, 
and also had the added benefit of eliminating thermal processes prior to reaching temperature. 
The technique could also be useful where multiple unrelated thermal events occur to precondition 
the sample and focus on the event of interest. However, it is suited only to when there is a 
sufficient separation of thermal events. 
The isothermal method has the benefit of isolating the temperature dependence of the reaction 
enabling the determination of the reactant and product order dependence. 
Close agreement was found between isothermal and the non-isothermal method of fitting 
experimental data to a modelling algorithm. A number of different solutions to fit a set of data 
could be achieved through use of a method with many variables and so an educated guess at a 
realistically possible outcome is a requirement. Therein lays the benefit of using a simplified 
model based on distribution functions such as the Gaussian and Weibull distributions to obtain a 
starting point.  
The use of mathematical functions to fit to experimental data when faced with overlapping peaks 
has proved itself to be a useful tool. It has provided insight and approximation in order to provide 
starting points for refinement of reaction models. The Weibull function requires four parameters 
to fit data whereas the autocatalytic model requires five. No doubt a better understanding of the 
relationship between the Weibull distribution function and the reaction models could be used to 
investigate more complex overlapped data (such as would be expected in composite materials) 
with a computerised data fitment process. 
Although isothermal data was used in order to provide a starting point for the non-isothermal 
method, the modelling method did not necessarily require isothermal data for a starting point 
since any kinetic values obtained may be confirmed against a second non-isothermal experiment 
run under a differing heating rate.  
Closer approximation to industrial conditions may provide interesting insights. As indicated 
earlier the utilisation of partially reacted samples from the actual compression moulding process 
in thermal experiments would confirm the extent of reaction undergone up to any particular stage 
of the manufacturing process and allow the study of the process in the absence of certain volatile 
intermediates. 
TMDSC has been shown to enable the accurate prediction of the cure of resin. Prediction of 
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composite cure was also expected to be accurate once the parameters of the individual composite 
were established. 
The cure of phenolic novolak resin has been found to be a very complex process with numerous 
potential variables. The prediction of cure parameters and interactions from a purely theoretical 
standpoint appeared to require a high level of uncertainty. 
Further research needs to be conducted to establish what interactions (chemical and physical) 
occur between matrix components before the question of prediction of interactions between 
matrix components could be resolved. Given the success of resin and glycol interaction, chemical 
reactions between matrix components would be expected to be capable of prediction.  
The success of the kinetic modelling and identification of overlapping peaks promises significant 
benefits for the understanding of the characteristics of composite materials. As well as the 
prediction of and optimisation of cure regimes, the physical characteristics and behaviour of the 
materials in service may well be predicted. TMDSC could provide valuable information as an aid 
to the development of composites and in understanding the performance of existing materials. 
Prediction of the final properties of composite materials was yet to be determined and would 
require further research with dynamic mechanical analysis in conjunction with TMDSC.  
An additional adjunct tool to thermal analysis that may enable the linking of specific reactions to 
portions of thermal events is Evolved Gas Analysis. This technique enables the volatile materials 
given off to be continuously analysed simultaneously with a thermoanalytical technique and 
would be a possibility for further in-depth research. 
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